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nonBpoint! sources! are! contributing! to! growing! concern! around! both! the!
quality!of!freshwater!and!its!availability.!National!government!regulation!has!
provided!greater!guidance!on! the! freshwater!standards! required! in!water!
ways,! while! increasingly! collaborative! processes! are! being! applied! to!
develop!directions!for!both!national!and!regional!policy.!A!shift!towards!the!
inclusion! of! stakeholders! in! policy! development! follows! global! trendsE!




applied! in! a! group!model! building! (GMB)! process,! increases! the! shared!
understanding! of! a! freshwater! issue! by! a! group.! CLDs! are! a! qualitative!
system! dynamics! (SD)! modelling! tool,! which! seeks! to! identify! the!
interdependency!between!elements!of!a!system!and!the!direction!of!these!
relationships.!They!are!straightforward!to!generate!and!can!provide!insight!
into! the!underlying!causes!of! suboptimal!behaviour! in! complex,!dynamic!
environments.!!
The!GMB! process! applied! in! this! research! involves! the! extension! of! an!
existing!scriptBdriven!process,!after!extensive!piloting.!It!is!applied!with!only!
two!supporting!personnel!within!a!limited!timeframe,!to!explore!how!useful!







The! selfBreported! data! indicated! not! only! very! high! levels! of! individual!










the! decisionBmaking! processE! as! well! as! frustration! from! some! of! those!
involved! that! they!either!did!not! feel! that! their! views!were!being! (or! had!
been)!appreciated!or! from!a!direct!sense!of! frustration! from!dealing!with!
council!(currently!or!in!the!past).!It!was!felt!that!the!GMB!approach!was!a!
refreshing!change!as!it!was!a!simple!and!focused!process,!involving!a!small!
group!of! relevant! stakeholders.!More! importantly,! the! fact! that! the!group!
members!were!actively!involved!in!the!process,!it!was!participant!led!and!
independently!facilitated!were!all!very!positive!aspects!identified.!
However,! the! process! for!GMB! that!was! applied!was! found! not! to! be! a!





































































































































































































































Figure!2.1% Diagram! from! the! NPS>FM% 2014! guidance! document! that!
shows! the! process! for! determining! values,! attributes,!



















Figure!4.12% Example! reference!modes! elicited.! Clockwise! from! top! left:!


































Figure!8.3% Prevalence! of! revised! themes.! Note! the! lesser! number! of!
themes!compared!to!previous!drafts!and!the!dominance!of!the!
second!and!third!themes.!..................................................!136%


















scripts! apply! to! the! first! workshop,! some!modelling! is! then!





Table!4.2% Most! important! variables! elicited! for! the! Waikato! pilot!
workshop!(table).!.................................................................!54%
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Table!8.3% 5!draft! themes!based!on!28!draft! headings.!The!number! in!
brackets! indicates! the! total!number!of!coded!extracts!within!
this!draft!theme.!................................................................!131%
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starting! to! show! its! environmental! limits! (Organisation! for! Economic!CoB
operation!and!Development,!2017).!Between!1996B2012,!441,600!hectares!
of! land! in! New! Zealand! was! converted! to! dairying! (Parliamentary!
Commisioner! for! the! Environment! (PCFE),! 2013E! Parliamentary!
Commissioner!for!the!Environment!(PCFE),!2015)!and!an!analysis!of!10B
year! trends! from!2004B2013!across!New!Zealand! rivers!and! lakes! found!
that!while!some! indicators!showed!an! improvement,! there!was!a!general!
decline! in!ecological!health!and! increasing! levels!of!nitrate! in! freshwater!






















target! that! 90%!of! large! rivers!and! lakes!meet! those! standards!by!2040!
(Ministry!for!the!Environment,!2017).!
The! NPS>FM% 2014! encourages! integrated,! collaborative! approaches! to!




develop! recommendations! for! national! freshwater! policy! guidance! (Land!
and!Water!Forum,!2010).!
This! focus! on! collaboration! builds! on! a! strong! characteristic! of! various!
















When! these! pieces! of! legislation! are! combined!with! the! highly! technical!




wide! range! of! stakeholders.! They! are! multiBfaceted! and! challenging!
problems!to!which!there!is!no!single!or!simple!solution,!which!are!some!of!
the!criteria!outlined! for! ‘wicked’!problems! (Rittel!&!Webber,!1973).!While!
Rittel! and! Webber! (1973)! outline! many! criteria! for! ‘wicked’! problems,!
several!are!worth!mentioning!in!more!detail!here.!
Two!of!the!criteria!are!that!every!wicked!problem!is!effectively!uniqueE!and!
that! there!are!no!set!number!of!describable! ‘solutions’! (Rittel!&!Webber,!
1973).!Freshwater!policy!issues!often!meet!these!criteria!due!to!the!dynamic!
complexity! of! individual! hydrological! systems! and! the! innumerate!
combinations! of! varying! land! uses! and! farm!management! practices! that!
may! be! applied! to! achieve! desired!water! quality! or! quantity! targets.! For!
example,! delays!between! cause!and!effect! are!extensive! in! hydrological!
systems! and! it! can! take!many! years! for! nitrogen! to!move! from! the! soil!






Development! (OECD),! 2017E! Parliamentary! Commissioner! for! the!












policy! innovations! across! New! Zealand,! they! reflect! the! corresponding!
diversity!of!biophysical!challenges!coupled!with!economic!challenges!and!
the!political!appetite!for!change!or!risk!in!each!catchment.!Examples!of!such!









are! considered! as! wide! as! necessary! for! the! problem! being! dealt! with!





is! especially! true! where! dynamic% complexity! is! involved,! which! is! often!
understood! to! include! cases! where! inertia,! feedback,! time! delays,! nonB
linearity! of! relationships! and! even! lack! of! data! are! a! feature! (Sterman,!
2001).!Such!features!are!synonymous!with!freshwater!issues!and!reflect!the!
features!of!wicked!problems!(Gluckman!et!al.,!2017E!Rittel!&!Webber,!1973).!
Given! the! stakeholder! complexity! of! freshwater! management! issues,!
generating!a! common!understanding!of! the! causes!of! a!problem!among!















makers,! or! those! tasked!with!developing! recommendations! such!as! in!a!
stakeholder!group,!can!contribute!more!to!the!policy!development!process!
when!they!possess!a!better!understanding!of! the! issue! that! they!seek! to!
address.!This!is!particularly!pertinent!from!the!perspective!of!the!NPS>FM%
2014,! given! how! this! regulation! encourages! the! involvement! of! diverse!
stakeholders!in!collaborative!decisionBmaking!processes.!!
Case! study! applications!within! this! study! provide! insights! through!action%
research,!which!is!the!practical! involvement!of!those!being!researched!in!







1.! How! well! does! group! model! building! using! system! dynamics!
increase!a!group’s!shared!understanding!of!a!freshwater!issue?!
2.! How! might! group! model! building! using! system! dynamics! be!
successfully! applied! to! freshwater! management! issues! when!
resources!available!to!implement!the!process!are!limited?!
This!research!will!be!of!interest!to!those!involved!with!the!development!of!
freshwater! policy,! both! in! New! Zealand! and! internationally.! Through!
increasing!people’s!understanding!of! the!complex!systems! in!which! they!
are!involved,!it!aims!to!improve!the!robustness!of!policy!and!contribute!to!













4.! A! description! of! how! the! methodology! was! piloted,! found! to! be!
lacking!for!the!context!of!this!research!and!subsequently!amended.!!
5.! The! results! of! the! amended!GMB!process!across! two! case! study!
projects!are!described.!



















•! The!decision!environment! from!an! international! and!New!Zealand!
perspectiveE!!
•! System! dynamics! modelling! internationally,! including! some!
consideration! of! how! this! operates! in! complex! decision!
environmentsE!and!






Freshwater! plays! a! crucial! role! in! the! fabric! of! New! Zealand’s! identity,!
society,!culture!and!economy.!It!is!part!of!the!identity!of!iwi,!literally!being!
the! embodiment! of! their! tipuna! (ancestors)! and! is! considered! a! taonga!
























stakeholders! in! the! consideration! of! problems! and! the! development! of!
solutions!(Ministry!for!the!Environment,!2016).!The!NPS>FM%2014!(adopted!
in!2011!and!updated!in!2014)!outlines!how!freshwater:!




•! Is!a!central!component!of! the!natural!environment,!being! linked! to!
biodiversity!and!natural!heritageE!and!!
•! Assists! in! providing! the! primary! production,! tourism! and! energy!
generation! sectors! a! global! competitive! edge! (Ministry! for! the!
Environment,!2014).!
The! NPS>FM% 2014! provides! clear! national! direction! from! Central!
Government!in!relation!to!freshwater!management,!yet!allows!appropriate!
responses!to!be!developed!at!a!regional!or!catchment!level.!Within!the!NPS>
FM% 2014,! a! National! Objectives! Framework! (NOF)! (Ministry! for! the!
Environment,!2014)!provides!a!framework!for!councils!and!communities!to!
determine! the! values% and% attributes! of! freshwater! and! the! relevant!
objectives%and% limits!of! their!use.!Values!are! the!benefits! that! freshwater!




























































































































































The!NPS$FM'2014! has! prompted! a! large! volume! of! policy! development!
work!by!Regional!Councils!throughout!NZ.!Given!the!disputes,!challenges!
and! adversarial! nature! of! historic! approaches! to! developing! water!










a! representative! Collaborative! Stakeholder! Group! was! devolved! the!
responsibility!for!developing!a!draft!plan!(Waikato!Regional!Council,!2016b).!!
Any!modelling! or! analyses! used! to! support! decisionZmaking! need! to! be!
relevant!and!easily!understood,!regardless!of!who!is!involved.!Whilst!a!wide!












that! different! stakeholders! possess! with! regards! to! how! these! systems!








and! political! dynamics,! the! technical! context! and! the! organisational! (or!
political)!structure!of!the!decisionZmaking!environment.!While!this!will!differ!
on! a! caseZbyZcase! basis,! it! is! generally! influenced! by! the! politics! and!
personalities!involved!in!the!decisionZmaking!group!and!the!structure!of!the!
decisionZmaking!organisation!or!process,!as!well!the!relevant!mandate!that!
has!been!given! to! the!decisionZmaking!group.!This! is! not! a! study!of! the!
organisational' structure! of! the! sponsoring! organisation! or! any! other!




increasing! number! and! diversity! of! people! involvedG! typically,! this! is! in!
response!to!the!increasing!complexity!of!the!nature!of!the!problems!being!
dealt!with!(Twyford,!Waters,!Hardy,!&!Dengate,!2012).!The!complexity!of!
these! contexts! has! led! them! to! be! termed! ‘wicked! problems’! (Rittel! &!
Webber,! 1973),! ‘messy’! problems! (Vennix,! 1996)! or! simply! ‘messes’!
(Ackoff,!1979).!Within!the!context!of!wicked!problems,!the!dilemma!being!
faced!by! policy!makers!may!not! able! to! be! clearly! defined,! and! there! is!





policy! challenges! (Rittel!&!Webber,! 1973).! Indeed,! given! the!diversity! of!
values!that!exist!within!wicked!problems,!it!is!even!difficult!to!identify!‘good’!
or! ‘bad’! solutions!because! the!outcomes!of! a! policy!will! vary! across! the!
different!stakeholder!groups!involved.!Many!environmental!problems!qualify!
as!wicked!problems!given! their! complexity,! the! issue!of!greenhouse!gas!
emissions!being!an!obvious!example.!New!Zealand’s!freshwater!problems!
have!also!been!described!as!‘wicked’!because!they!often!involve,!“complex!











minimum,! the! RMA' 1991! provides! a! process! for! the! public! to! provide!
comments! on! proposed! options! relating! to! any! issue! that! is! deemed!
significant!enough!–!!resulting!in!public!involvement!becoming!an!increasing!
feature!of!local!government!decisionZmaking!(Reed,!2008G!Twyford,!Waters,!
Hardy,!&!Dengate,!2006)! since! the!1990’s! (Winz,!Brierley,!&!Trowsdale,!
2009).!
Innovative! practices! that! involve! stakeholders! in! achieving! appropriate!
policy!outcomes!are!likely!to!continue!to!be!developed!and!applied.!While!
methods!to!increase!stakeholder!participation!in!decisionZmaking!are!known!
by!many!different! labels! (Reed,!2008),! it! is!worth!noting! that!stakeholder!
influence! tends! to! increase! the! higher! the! level! of! involvement! they! are!
permitted.!Levels!of!stakeholder!involvement!may!vary,!from!simply!being!
receivers!of!information,!through!to!being!reviewers!and!active!participants!
within! set! boundaries,! to! being! highly! collaborative! with! a! high! level! of!
influence,! to! even! being! given! effective! control! (Reed,! 2008).! Other!







with! freshwater! interests! together! to! develop! recommendations! for!
improvements!to!national!freshwater!policy!(Land!and!Water!Forum,!2010).!!




deliberative! and! consensusZdriven! process! that! aims! to! recommend! or!
implement!public!policy! (Ansell!&!Gash,!2007).!Collaboration! is!a!way!of!
seeking! out! win/win! solutions,! rather! than! relying! on! ‘good! enough’! or!
win/lose!solutions!that!suit!some!people!but!not!others!(Doyle!&!Strauss,!
1976),! which! has! been! a! frustrating! feature! of! freshwater! policy!
development!historically!(Salmon!et!al.,!2008).!It!has!long!been!known!that!
groups! that! actively! work! together! on! problem! solving! generate! better!
solutions,!rather!than!defaulting!to!a!“majority!rules”!scenario!(Hall,!1971),!
so!this!approach!tends!to!minimise!the!risk!of!disagreement!and!increase!
the! opportunity! to! implement! policies! that! reach! broader! stakeholder!
acceptance! (Ansell! &! Gash,! 2007G!Ministry! for! the! Environment,! 2012bG!




for! the!NPS$FM' 2014! shown! in! Figure! 2.1.! Therefore,! any! collaborative!
process! needs! to! be! adaptable! in! response! to! information! that! unfolds!
across! time! (Ministry! for! the!Environment,!2012b)!and!usually! involves!a!
much!higher! investment!of! time!and!money,!which!some!may!view!as!a!
limitation!(Ansell!&!Gash,!2007).!Moreover,!it!may!be!a!risk!to!successful!
completion!of! the!process,! if! this! expectation! is! not! set! at! the!beginning!
(CradockZHenry,!Greenhalgh,!Brown!&!Sinner,!2017).!!
Research!into!collaborative!governance!in!New!Zealand!has!found!a!range!
of! factors! are! required! for! success.! ! These! factors! include:! a! legitimate!
processG! establishing! a! desire! and! commitment! to! changeG! strong!
(preferably! independent)! leadershipG! faceZtoZface! dialogueG! a! culture! of!















of! operations! research! (OR),! which! was! using! highlyZabstract! problem!
formulations! to! solve! problems! faced! by! the! military! in! World! War! II!
(Forrester,! 2007).! Indeed,! continuing! dissatisfaction! with! the! inability! of!







Systems! can! be! either! closed! or! open! (Ackoff,! 1994).! The! behaviour! of!
closed! systems! is! not! impacted! by! any! external! influences! and! only!
influenced!by!endogenous'(internal)!forces,!open!systems!by!contrast!are!














Normative! policy! development! occurs! in! this! social! environment! and!we!
often!find!that!the!stocks!of!knowledge!and!expertise!by!which!we!define!
and!organise!ourselves!only!provide!a!narrow!analytical!perspective!on!the!
challenge! we! are! trying! to! address! (Ackoff,! 1999).! Further,! due! to! the!
complexities! of! the! systems! being! dealt! with! and! the! lack! of! clear!
understanding! of! the! relationships! between! elements! and! their!
corresponding! feedback! links,! policy! development! can! lead! to! generally!
undesired!or!unexpected!outcomes!–!this!is!known!as!policy'resistance!in!




understanding! of! such! complex! systems! to! a! point!where!we! can!make!
appropriate!policy!decisions!relating!to!them!–!is!a!complex!learning!process!
itself! (Sterman,! 1994).! This! process! of! learning! can! be! ably! assisted! by!







the! features! that!characterise!a!complex!system!are! the!very! features!of!












usually! utilise! causal! loop! diagrams! (CLDs)! and! quantitative! modelling!
seeks! to! deliver! formalised! simulation!modelling! of! the! stocks! and! flows!
identified! within! a! system! (Scott,! Cavana! &! Cameron,! 2016bG! Sterman,!
1994,!2000).!CLDs!are!simple!maps!showing!broad!relationships!of!cause!
and!effect!and!are!made!up!of!variables!(the!nodes!of!a!CLD)!and!arrows!
that! link! them! and! indicate! the! causal! influences! between! the! various!
variables!(Maani!&!Cavana,!2007G!Sterman,!2000).! In!his! influential!work!
The'fifth'discipline'–'the'art'of'the'learning'organisation,!Peter!Senge!(1990)!







(Forrester,! 2007G! Sterman,! 2000G! van! den! Belt,! 2004).! Stock! and! flow!
models!are!made!up!of!three!main!components:!stocks,!which!represent!an!
accumulation!of!something!(e.g.!the!number!of!people!living!in!a!city)G!flows,!
which! represent! the!movement! of! something! either! from,! to! or! between!








over! statistical!modelling,! is! that! it! can! be! based! on!ex' ante! projections!
rather!than!ex'post!observations,!it!does!not!require!rich!input!data,!it!can!
utilise!qualitative! information!around! interdependencies!and! it! focuses!on!










process! has! also! increased! (Ghaffarzadegan! et! al.,! 2011G! LunaZReyes,!
MartinezZMoyano,! Pardo,! Cresswell,! Andersen! &! Richardson,! 2006G!
Richardson!&!Andersen,!1995G!van!den!Belt,!2004G!Vennix,!1996,!1999).!
This! can! help! in! particularly! complex! situations!where! there!may! not! be!
agreement!that!there!is!a!problem,!let!alone!what!the!problem!is!(Vennix,!
1996,! 1999)! or!when!a! high! level! of! consensus! is! required! to! support! a!
decision!(van!den!Belt,!2004).!
GMB! is!part!of! the!SD!discipline! (Vennix,!1996,!1999)!and!has! received!
substantial!attention!from!previous!researchers!(LunaZReyes!et!al.,!2006G!
Richardson!&!Andersen,! 1995G! van!den!Belt,! 2004G!Vennix,! 1996,! 1999G!
Vennix! et! al.,! 1992).! By! directly! involving! clients! or! stakeholders! in! the!
model! building! process,! GMB! hopes! to! “enhance! team! learning,! foster!
consensus!and!create!commitment!with! the!outcomes”! (Vennix,!1996,!p.!
101).! Communication! is! key! to! learning! and! while! many! organisations!
believe!that!they!enjoy!‘good’!communication,!this!has!been!shown!to!only!
be!shallow!‘singleZloop’!communication!that!inhibits!learning!(Argyris,!1994).!
‘SingleZloop’! communication! is! simply! the!exchange!of! information,!while!
true!learning!comes!from!deeper,!reflective,!‘doubleZloop’!communication,!
which!allows!those!involved!to!seek!to!understand!and!not!just!exchange!
information!(Argyris,!1994).!This! resonates!with! the! feature!of!successful!




have! found! that! they!do!greatly! increase! the! level!of!communication! that!
occurs! within! groups! and! an! increase! in! the! understanding' of' systems!
discussedG!yet,!there!is!currently!little!evidence!to!indicate!that!they!produce!











GMB! processes! –! a! ‘script’! being! a! prescribed' step! in! a! process! for!
determining! an! outcome,! using! many' steps' together! builds! a!
comprehensive! modelling! process! (Andersen! &! Richardson,! 1997G!
Hovmand,! Andersen,! Rouwette,! Richardson,! Rux! &! Calhoun,! 2012G!
Hovmand,!Rouwette,!Andersen,!Richardson,!&!Kraus,!2013G!LunaZReyes!
et!al.,!2006).!Set!roles!for!those!involved!in!running!the!process!have!also!
been! outlined,! to! help! make! processes! more! consistent! across! the!
discipline!(Richardson!&!Andersen,!1995).!The!advantages!of!‘scripts’!are!
that!they!aid!consistency!in!GMB!processes,!hopefully!promoting!the!ability!
of! users! to! replicate! results! and! develop! consistent! skills! (Andersen! &!
Richardson,! 1997).! Nonetheless,! they! are! unlikely! to! help! practitioners!
understand!or!develop!the!skills!of!improvised!interruption!or!facilitation!that!
can!be!so!useful! to!helping!groups!work! through!a!problem!(Andersen!&!




SD!modelling! has! been! used! to! test! government! policy! across! different!
departments! at! a! national! level! in! New! Zealand,! having! been! used! to!
explore! policies! that! required! the! collaboration! of! multiple! government!
agencies! with! possibly! conflicting! goals! (Cavana! &! Clifford,! 2006).! At! a!
national!government!level,!work!has!also!been!undertaken!to!explore!the!
usefulness!of!perceived!benefits!of!GMB!processes!across!public! sector!
clients! in!New!Zealand,! finding! that! increased!efficiency,!communication,!






examples! in! this! text,! there! is! little! that!directly! relates! to! freshwaterG! the!
majority! focused!on! supplyZchain! systems,! health! services,! public! health!
and!inshore!fishing!examples.!
It! has!been!argued! that!SD!modelling!may!be!useful! in! supporting! local!
government! decisionZmaking,! to! ensure! improved! community! outcomes!






The! objective!was! to! develop! an! action! plan!what! would! improve!water!
quality!in!the!catchment!by!2030!(van!den!Belt!et!al.,!2013).!This!research!
found!that!SD!modelling!was!useful,!particularly!at!the!scoping!and!problem!
definition! stage,! as! it! increased! understanding! of! the! complexity! of! the!
issues!involved.!It!was!however,!not!sufficient!as!a!detailed!analytical!tool!




usefulness! of! SD! in! the! earlier! stages! of! problem! definition! and! system!






three!broad!perspectives:! the! ‘traditional’! linear!approach! that! resulted! in!
more!‘hard’!stormwater!infrastructure!but!also!more!environmental!damage!
in!the!longerZtermG!a!lowZimpact!design!perspective!that!ameliorated!but!did!




loops! relating! to!stormwater! issues!and! that!deal!with! the! ‘source’!of! the!
issue!–!more! fundamental! change! in!urban! form!–!but!which! took!much!
longer! to! implement! (Winz,! Brierley,! &! Trowsdale,! 2011).! In! contrast! to!
CLDs,! simulation!modelling! using! SD! principles! develops! rich! numerical!
models! (often! based!on! stockZandZflow! formalisms)! that! provide! detailed!
insight! into! issues! through!helping! to!assess! the! relative!size!of!different!
effects!present!within!the!system.!!
While! not! research! on! the! application! of!SD! in!New!Zealand! freshwater!
policy,!Ronlyn!Duncan!has! reviewed! the!Canterbury!Water!Management!
Strategy!with!possible!implications!for!the!use!of!SD!(Duncan,!2013).!She!
found! that!while! the! incorporation!of! local!knowledge!was!admirable!and!
desirable,! the! process! of! incorporating! it! is! dominated! by! the! linear!
paradigm!of! the!scientific!community!and! the!nature!of!political!decisionZ
making.!She!argues!from!a!constructivist!perspective!that!the!stakeholder!
information! lost!much!of! its!contextual! richness!and!usefulness!as! it!was!
adapted! into! the! formats! appropriate! for! policy! making! and! local!
government!decisionZmaking!processes!(Duncan,!2013).!This! identifies!a!
challenge! with! the! incorporation! of! economic! thinking! into! the! rigid!
structures! of! the! decision! environment! of! freshwater! policy! that! SD!
(Sterman,!2000)!using!GMB!(Vennix,!1996)!may!help!to!bridge.!
Research! in! the! USA! has! found! that! simple! models! can! provide! highly!
accurate! assessments! of! the! impacts! of! policy,! at!much! lower! cost! and!
greater! understanding! to! those! involved! (Ghaffarzadegan! et! al.,! 2011).!
Nutrient! leaching! and! public! policy! modelling! in! the! Rotorua! Lakes!
catchment!of!New!Zealand!has!shown!that!the!benefits!accruing!to!the!use!
of! complex! models! and! policy! mechanisms! may! be! quite! limited,! given!
limitations!associated!with!the!marginal!benefit! in!cost!savings!from!such!
mechanisms! (Anastasiadis! et! al.,! 2013).!Accordingly,! this! thesis! offers! a!
unique!opportunity!to!explore!if!simple!SD!modelling!approaches,!like!that!





























It! is! important! to! note! that! during! piloting! of! the! GMB! process! it! was!












participants’! surveys! (Section! 7)G! and! the! thematic! analysis! of! followZup!
interviews!with!participants!(Sections!8,!9,!10,!11!and!12).!




In! social! science! research,! paradigms! are! generally! understood! as! a!
description!of!the!philosophical!constructs!that!underpin!the!research!being!
undertaken.!They!provide!insight!into!how!the!researcher!views!the!world!














and! which! they! term! ‘regulation’! versus! ‘radical! change’.! Regulation!
scholarship! is! interested! in! the! underlying! “unity! and! cohesiveness! of!
society”,! while! radical! change! scholarship! is! interested! in! the! conflict! or!
dissensus! that! exists!within! society! and! seeks! to! change! it! through! that!
influence! (Burrell! &! Morgan,! 1979).! While! binary,! this! dimension! is! not!
mutually!exclusive!and!the!perspective!of!a!researcher!may!not!sit!clearly!
at!either!end.!!
While! significant! amendment! of! the! organisational! structures! that! are!
responsible! for!managing! freshwater!would!be!considered! ‘radical’,!most!
change! in! freshwater! management! in! New! Zealand! (Ministry! for! the!
Environment,!2012a,!2012b,!2014G!Salmon,!2012)!has!occurred!within!the!
structure! of! existing! institutions! and! legislation,! namely! the! RMA' 1991.!
Guidance!provided!by!government!has!been!in!the!form!of!a!National!Policy!








an! approach! that! involves! stakeholders! to! a! higher! level! than! traditional!
policy! development! in! New! Zealand! (Salmon! et! al.,! 2008),! it! is! enabled!
within!the!existing!framework!of!environmental!legislation!(RMA,!1991)!and!
seeks! to! enhance! decisionZmaking!within! existing! power! structuresG! it! is!
therefore!not!radical!according!to!the!Burrell!and!Morgan!(1979)!dimension.!
The! subjective! versus! objective! notions' of' reality! dimension! is! now!
considered,! which! itself! reflects! the! two! broad! schools! of! thought! within!
economics.!On!one!hand,!positive!economics!deals!with!observations!about!
how'the'world'is,!while!on!the!other!hand,!normative!economics!deals!with!
subjective! judgement! decisions! about! how' the' world' ought' to' be!
(Tietenberg!&!Lewis,!2015).!Once!again,!although!this!dimension!is!binary,!
it!is!a!‘sliding!scale’.!The!literature!review!and!the!interest!of!this!research!
in! the!use!of!SD!modelling! in! freshwater!decisionZmaking! itself! reflects!a!
realZlife! tension! between! an! objective! or! positivist! worldview! and! a!
subjective!or!normative1!worldview.!!
The! SD! approach! seeks! to! understand! the! elements! in! the! freshwater!
system!and!how!policy! impacts!them.!At!a!more!detailed!level,!extensive!
statistical! and! scientific! research! is! also! used! in! decisionZmaking.! This!
means! that! there! is! a! wide! range! of! objective! or! positive! perspectives!
already!well!established.!This!research!is!interested!more!in!the!subjective!
viewpoints! that! exist! within! such! systems! –! for! those! participating! in!
decisionZmaking,!how!might!the!experience!of!GMB!help!to!improve!their!


























perspective! of! an! interpretive! paradigm.! This! sought! perspectives! from!
people!exposed!to!GMB!with!the!intention!of!generating!knowledge!that!will!










SD! literature.! GMB! typically! involves! those! people! impacted! by! or!






et!al.! (2006).! In! this!article,! the!GMB!process! is! referred! to!as! ‘decisionZ
conferencing’,! for! the! purposes! of! simplicity! and! consistency,! in! this!
research!the!process!will!be!referred!to!as!‘GMB’!or!‘workshops’.!There!are!
several! reasons!why! this!methodology! is! considered! appropriate! for! this!




are! understood,! agreed,! supported! and! influential! in! policy! decisions!
(Ackoff,! 1994G! van! den! Belt,! 2004G! Vennix,! 1996).! Third,! it! provides! an!
opportunity! for!multiZdisciplinary! involvement!(Ackoff,!1999G!van!den!Belt,!
2004),!which!has!always!been!an!important,!even!fundamental,!aspect!of!
SD!modelling!(Forrester,!2007).!Last,! it! is!a! ‘script’!based!methodology!–!









This! section! provides! a! brief! outline! of! the!GMB!methodology! using!SD!
modelling!described!by!LunaZReyes!et!al.!(2006).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!







The!methodology! described! by! LunaZReyes! et! al.! (2006)! utilises! people!
running! the!workshops! in!a! range!of! five!specific! roles! first!described!by!
Richardson!and!Andersen!(1995),!who!were!also!coZauthors!of!LunaZReyes!






be! the! most! visible! person! and! have! a! large!
influence!on!the!dynamics!of!the!day.!
Modeller/Reflector# Not!involved!with!the!process!of!the!day,!rather!is!
focused!on!capturing!a!model! that! represents! the!
discussions!of!the!group.!















of! the!Facilitator,! the!Modeller/Reflector,!and! the!Gatekeeper.!As!several!











No! CLD! is! developed! as! a! first! step! with! the! LunaZReyes! et! al.! (2006)!
process.!Instead,!participants!design!a!simulation!model!structure!made!up!
of!stocks!and!flows,!which! is!a!good!way!of!utilising! the! limited! time!and!
resources!available.!
The! below! table! (Table! 3.2)! summarises! the! scripts! used! in! this! twoZ
workshop!process!(mostly!in!the!first!workshop).!Firstly,!an!introduction!to!
SD!and!‘hopes!and!fears’!script! introduces!the!wider!group!to!each!other!
and! the!objective!of! the!day.!Secondly,!a!preZprepared!concept'model! is!
shown!to!the!group!relating!to!the!problem!being!explored,!deliberate!subtle!
mistakes!are!included!to!engage!participants!and!build!their!confidence!in!
identifying! and! correcting! these.! Thirdly,! participants! identify! as! many!




projectorG! the! facilitator! running! the!discussion!and! the!modeller/reflector!
drawing! the!model!architecture!on!paper!and! layers!of!clear!acetate!(the!







these! are! discussed! and! a! preferred! one! agreed! to.! It! is! possible! that!
individual!‘sectors’!of!the!model!may!be!discussed!individually,!if!needed.!













1.# Introduction## Introduces! participants! to! the! day,! SD! thinking!
and!the!project.!
Includes! a! ‘Hopes! and! Fears’! introductory!
exercise! where! participants! each! write! down!
major! hopes! and! fears! for! the! day! and! share!
these!with!the!group!until!all!have!been!shared.!
This! helps! to! identify! the! expectations! and!




















The! first! part! uses! divergent! brainZstorming!
techniques! to! identify! and! collate! as! many!
variables!as!possible.!
The! second! part! uses! convergent! facilitation!
techniques!to!prioritise!variables!as!a!group.!The!
most! important/relevant! variables! are! identified!











Some! may! be! prepared! beforehand! with! the!
gatekeeper!but!many!are!likely!to!be!developed!
by!the!group,!as!variables!may!not!be!identified!


















the! group! will! determine! a! structure! of! the!




This! may! be! initiated! by! the! facilitator! and!
modeller! taking!some!of! the!variables!that!were!
identified! in! previous! scripts! and! putting! these!
















This! is! done! in! layers! –! ideally! via! overhead!
transparencies! so! that! it! is! large! enough! for! all!
participants!to!see.!
This!may!only!confirm!certain!discrete!‘sectors’!of!
the! overall! system,! which! the! researcher! will!
potentially! take!away!and!develop! further! in! the!
modelling!stage.!
This!brings!workshop!I!to!a!close!and!provides!the!
material! for! the! researcher! to! develop! a!
simulation!model!in!system!dynamics!software.!
Modelling#between#workshops!
Modelling# The! outcome! of! workshop! I! will! be! the!
confirmation!of!a!draft!system!model.!
The! researcher! will! take! this! away! and! build! a!
simulation!model! in! the!modelling! software! that!








designed! to!confirm! the!group!ownership!of! the!
structure!that!has!been!developed!and!endorse!it!
over!from!the!researcher!to!the!group.!





Simulation! versions! of! the! model(s)! that! have!
been! developed! by! the! researcher! will! be!


















different! scenarios! or! diverse! parameter! sets.! Simulation! models! are!
especially! valuable! in! the! complex!world! of! environmental!management,!
given!the!diversity!of!factors!involved!(van!den!Belt,!2004).!It! is!for!these!




























process!will! return! its!own!outputs! in!the!form!of!SD!models,! this!section!















of! data! being! collected! –! surveys! and! semiZstructured! interviews.!
Participants!will! fill! in! the!surveys!at! the!end!of! the! first!workshop! (these!





(2016b).! These! authors! found! that! there! was! a! need! for! further! mixed!
methods!assessments!of!GMB!work,!as!there!were!issues!with!the!accuracy!













relate! to! economic! and! social! systems! may! be! identified! during! the!









Two! main! limitation! are! identified! relating! to! sampling! and! potential!
confusion!around!the!understanding!of!SD!before!the!research!begins.!
The!need!for!purposive!sampling!is!discussed!in!Appendix!2!and!the!sample!




and! it! is! hoped! that! a! high! level! of! individualised! contact! with! possible!
participants,!by!sponsor!organisations,!will!encourage!a!strong!response.!!
Secondly,! the! results! of! the! research! may! be! affected! by! participants’!
confusion!around!what!SD!is!–!certainly!at! least!at!the!early!stage!of!the!
research,! before! the! workshops! have! been! undertaken.! There! may! be!
potential! reliability! issues! with! the! research! sample! if,! based! on! their!




The! quantitative! data! collected! from! the! surveys! will! be! collated! and!
analysed!at!a!population!level!for!each!workshop.!While!this!is!only!a!partial!
amount! of! the! information! collected,! it! is! –! importantly! –! the! main! selfZ
reported! results! of! participants.! While! selfZreported! results! have! been!
identified!as!having!issues!in!relation!to!bias!and!the!need!for!more!objective!
measures! of! effectiveness! are! required! (Scott! et! al.,! 2016b),! this!
quantitative! component!will! be! useful! because! it!will! provide! some! (selfZ
reported)!measure!against!which!the!qualitative!analysis!may!be!compared.!








Table#3.3# Five# main# quantitative# questions# in# postUworkshop#
survey#and#Likert#Scale#
Questions#
1.# This! process! helped! me! better! understand! the! perspectives! of!
other!people!in!the!group!relating!to!freshwater!issues!





























This! section! outlines! how! the! text! data! gathered! in! the! openZended!
questions! of! the! survey! and! the! semiZstructured! interviews! were!
thematically! analysed.! Firstly,! the! bias! of! the! researcher! is! discussed! in!






that! the!phenomena! that! it! studies!are! the! result!of! interactions!between!
people,! rather! than!being! independent! from!them!(Bryman!&!Bell,!2015).!
The!focus!is!the!phenomena!that!are!the!result!of!the!interaction!of!people,!











projects.! Consistent! with! the! researchers’! paradigmatic! perspective! (see!









































data# sets! of! written! responses! to! open! ended! questions! in! the! postZ
workshop! survey! and! the! transcriptions! of! the! ex$post! semiZstructured!
interviews!undertaken!with!participants.3!As!the!semiZstructured!interviews!
provide! the!bulk!of! the!data,! they!are!usually!considered!as!a!single!set!
unless!a!reason!is!identified!to!differentiate!them.!
A!data!extract! is!any! individually!coded! ‘chunk’!of!data! that! is!extracted!
from!any!item,!in!part!or!whole.!In!most!instances!in!this!research,!quotes!
will!be!examples!of!data!extracts.!
The! data! in! this! research! was! coded! using! NVivo! software,! which! is!









































specific! issues! that! the! two!case!studies!addressed!were!both! related! to!
freshwater!management,! they!were! quite! specific! to! the! problems! being!








codes! that! are! being! explored! outside! of! this! experiential! interest! of! the!
process,!also!means!that!while!focused!on!the!experience!of!the!process!




considered! that! this! research! will! be! a! combination! of! deductive! and!
inductive!coding.!!
As!such,!comments!and!discussions!that!relate!to!the!specific!content!of!the!
freshwater! issues! have! been! discounted,! as! have! participants’! direct!
experiences!of!other!processes!that!are!not!considered!relevant.!That!said,!
comments!or!discussion!of!the!participants’!experience!of!the!GMB!process!
in'comparison! to!other!processes! they!have!been! involved! in!have!been!








2.! Generate# initial#codes:!Coding! initial! features! identified!as!codes!
across!the!entire!data!set.!








and! discussion! of! the! themes.! Relevant! examples! from! data! and!
literature!drawn!upon.!
The! first! five! of! these! steps! form! the! structure! of! the! section!where! the!
journey!of!undertaking!the!thematic!analysis!is!described!(Section!8),!while!
step!6,!a!detailed!discussion!of! the! themes! themselves,! is!undertaken! in!
Sections!9,!10,!11!and!12.!The! thematic!analysis!and!discussion! form!a!
























actual! research! groups.! This! is! divided! into! the! following! sections:!
identifying! sponsor! organisations! and! projects! (Section! 4.1)G! piloting! the!
GMB! methodology! (Section! 4.2)G! and! the! revised! GMB! methodology!
(Section!4.3).!
4.1# Identifying#sponsor#organisations#
Several! freshwater! projects! representing! a! cross! section! of! freshwater!
policy!development!issues!were!identified!across!different!regional!councils.!!
The! Bay! of! Plenty! Regional! Council! (BOPRC)! was! working! through! a!
process! with! a! community! group! in! the! Rangitāiki! River! catchment! to!
determine!values,!objectives!and!limits!for!the!Rangitāiki!River!in!response!
to! the!NPS$FM'2014! (Ministry! for! the!Environment,!2014).!BOPRC!were!
keen! to! explore! how! an! SD! approach! might! help! improve! a! group’s!
understanding! of! the! complex! nature! of! issues! related! to! freshwater!
management! in! this! catchmentG! and! aid! in! the! determination! of! the!
necessary! regulatory! requirements.!While! BOPRC! had! already! begun! a!
process!with!a!community!group,!it!was!agreed!that!a!workshop!would!be!
run!with!a!subset!of!this!group,!who!would!be!sourced!on!a!voluntary!basis.!




























how! the! methodology! was! piloted! with! two! pilot! groups! and! what! was!
learned! from! that!process,!before!applying! it!on! the!case!studies.!These!
pilot!workshops!proved!to!be!a!critical!part!of!the!research.!Many!lessons!




in! the! freshwater!area,!and!b)!support!staff!at!BOPRC! in!preparation! for!
using!it!for!their!project.!
A!summary!of!these!pilot!workshops!and!the!lessons!gained!is!provided!in!
this! section.!Given! the! critical! role! that! these!pilots! played! in! the!overall!
























































day! hoped! to! achieve! and! how! it! would! be! structured.! He! welcomed!
everybody! equally! and! pointed! out! that! both! those! with' experience! in!




al.! (2006)! and! Scriptapedia! 4.0.66! (Hovmand! et! al.,! 2013).! Only! slight!
procedural!modifications!were!made:!
•! Different! coloured!paper!was!used! for! people! to!write! their! hopes!
(green!paper)!and!fears!(red!paper)!on.!!
•! It! was! made! more! physically! interactive.! Participants! gathered!
around!a!‘sticky!wall’7!and!placed!their!own!hopes!and!fears!on!the!
wall,! rather! than! the! facilitator!collecting! them.!This!was!combined!

























A! concept! model! was! presented! to! the! group! as! a! way! of! initiating!
discussion! in! the! form!of!SD!models! (see!Figure!4.2).! In! contrast! to! the!
recommendation! of! LunaZReyes! et! al.! (2006),! this! concept' model' was'
presented' in' the' style' of' a' CLD,! rather! than! in! stock! and! flow! model!
architecture.! The! motivation! for! this! was! the! desire! to! avoid! any! preZ












polarity' of' the' links/relationships! (being! either! positive! or! negative)! took!
some!explaining!for!all!participants!to!understand.!The!participant!who!was!
from! a! technical!medical! background! struggled! because! in! the! scientific!
world!it!appears!that!a!positive!relationship!is!qualitative! in!relation!to!the!








the!development!of!a!workshop! for! introducing!people! to!economics!and!
benefitZcost!analysis.!Part!of! this!workshop! introduced!participants! to! the!
concept! of!CLDs.! The! researcher! coZdelivered! this!workshop! across! the!
country!many!times!and!at!every!workshop!there!was!usually!at!least!one!
person! whom! had! challenges! with! understanding! the! polarity! of!
relationships! in! a! CLD.! It! is! thought! that! this! is! because! usually! the!
audiences! involved!some!people! from!a! technical!background,! for!whom!
!
! 51!
The! concept! of! stocks! and! flows! was! then! introduced! and! the! bathtub!
analogy!(Richardson!&!Pugh,!1989G!Sterman,!2001)!was!used!(!
Figure! 4.3)! to! help! explain! stocks! and! flows.! During! the! workshop,! the!





Explaining!CLDs! first!was! intended!as! a! pathway! to! helping!participants!
understand! stocks! and! flows.! In! practice,! it! was! found! that! the! subtle!
differences! between! CLDs! and! stock! and! flow! models! required' further'
explanation'and'discussion'which'was'confusing'for'participants.!Explaining!
both!concepts!was!too!ambitious!and!confusing!in!the!limited!time!available.!




and! flow!models,! leaving! little! time! to! talk! about! this! example!model.! In!


























It! was! time! to!move! into! the!model! building! scripts! and! these!would! be!
guided!by!a!focus!question.!The!focus!question!was!only!introduced!now!to!
avoid! confusion.! This! guided! the! elicitation! of! variables,! behaviours! and!
structure:!











allocate! to! any! variables! they! saw! fit.! More! sets! of! 5! votes! would! be!
allocated!in!turn!until!the!group!felt!that!there!was!a!clear!indication!of!what!




































question' should' be' assumed' as' the' first' variables' in' a'model.! Attention!
would!then!go!to!other!variables!that!would!explain'the'behaviours!seen!in!
these!primary!variables.!!




The! second! most! important! variable! was! Climate! Change,! which! also!
potentially! lends! itself! to! being! a! ‘sector’! of! its! own! and! may! include!
variables!like!temperature!and!rainfall.!







This! script! sought! to! identify! a! reference! mode! (or! behaviourZoverZtime!
graph)!for!each!major!variable.!Rather!than!doing!this!as!individuals!(LunaZ
Reyes!et!al.,!2006),!this!was!done!in!pairs.!This!allowed!members!of!the!
group! to! learn' from' each' other,! continuing! to! develop! familiarity! as! a!




thought! had! and!might! occur! given! current! practices.! Reference!modes!






some!of! the!variables! (Figure!4.6),!and!a!negative! result!was! that! some!
variables!proved!very!difficult!to!graph!behaviour!for!(Figure!4.7).!This!was!
likely!due!to!them!being!highly!aggregated!and!spatially!diverse!within!the!
system! being! investigated! (the! region),! indicating! greater! disaggregation!
may!be!required!if!a!sharper!definition!of!reference!modes!was!desired.!This!
































































































































































































































































































































































































was! good! and! all! views! were! appreciated.! All! people! seemed! to! learn!







2006)! was! found! to! be! cumbersome.! As! the! model! was! not! based! on!
‘sectors’! (van! den! Belt,! 2004),! it! was! difficult! to! know! when! new! layers!
should!be!added.!Wet!ink!tended!to!run!when!acetate!layers!were!added!











•! Understanding& the& polarity& of& relationships& in& CLDs! was&
difficult.! The! alternate! use! of! ‘same’! (positive)! and! ‘opposite’!
(negative)!terminology!may!be!less!confusing!(Sterman,!2000).!
•! The! key& variables! defined! in! the! focus! question! should& be&
assumed!as!variables!in!the!model.!!
•! The!use!of!the!document&projector&was&a&success,!while!the!use!
of! acetate& layers& for& drawing& the& model& in& layers& was&
unsuccessful.!
•! Participants! struggled! to! determine! reference&modes/behaviour.!










Once! the!BOPRC! confirmed! their! involvement! in! the! research,! an! initial!
meeting!was!required!as!part!of!the!preparation!(LunaHReyes!et!al.,!2006).!
This!meeting!with!staff!–!some!of!whom!had!a!basic!understanding!of!CLDs!
–!was! used! to! run! a! second! pilot! workshop.! This!would! also! familiarise!
support!staff!with!the!research.!!
Learning! from! the! first! pilotHworkshop! and! responding! to! the! research!
objectives,!the!following!amendments!were!made:!


























































quite! successful,! providing! an! interactive! way! to! begin! and! introduce!
everyone.!
4.2.2.4& What&is&System&Dynamics?&(concept&model)&
This!presentation!was!amended! to! focus!on! introducing! the!group! to! the!
























has!a!bank!account.! It!avoided! the!subject!matter!of! freshwater!and!any!
potential!controversy!with!this.!The!predatorHprey!model!was!then!described!
(as!in!the!first!pilot!workshop!–!see!Figure!4.4!and!Figure!4.5).!This!took!
more! effort! to! explain,! as! it! was! more! complex! than! the! bank! account!
example!and!again!added!time!pressure.!!
Unlike!the!first!workshop,!participants!found!the!concept!and!structures!of!




















agreed! as! stocks! (seven)! and! voting! identified! those! that! participants!
thought!had!the!greatest!impact.!These!would!form!the!basis!of!the!model!
(see!Table!4.4).!




























































The! level!of!detail! that! these!variables!were! identified!at!was!much! finer!
than! those! in! the! first! pilot.! For! example,! national! electricity! and! food!
demand;! legal! responsibilities! in! relation! to! land;! and! land! ownership!
structures.! This! likely! reflects! the! larger! group! size! and! the! fact! that! all!
participants! were! council! staff.! Some! variables! were! still! unclear! and!
required!further!discussion!that!the!time!frame!did!not!allow.!!
While!useful,!this!process!appeared!to!overwhelm!the!participants!with!the!




reinterpret%and%change%the%words!of! the!suggested!variables,! rather! than!
capture%the%words%as%they%were%provided.!While!the!facilitator!was!trying!to!
evolve!those!suggestions!into!variables!that!would!work!well!in!a!stock!and!
flow!model,! this! had! the! unintended% consequence! of! disengaging! some!
participants! who! felt! that! their! suggestions! were! not% being% heard! and!




1976;! Hunter,! 1994).! The! perceived! need! to! modify! and! interpret! these!
variables!was!partly!due!to!having!only!one!person!filling!the!roles!of!both!













seeking! to! test! an! alternative! group! approach,! this! session! sought! to!
develop! reference!modes! through!group!discussion.!This!behaviour!over!
time!was!recorded!on!a!whiteboard,!while! the!group!discussed!how!they!




Figure&4.12& Example& reference& modes& elicited.& Clockwise& from& top&







Like! the! first! pilot,! some! variables!were!highly! aggregated!which!proved!
challenging! to!describe!behaviours! for.!For!example,! “land!use”,!where! it!
!
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was!not!possible! to!describe!how! the!variety!of! land!uses!present! in! the!




It! became! clear! that! some! participants! did! not! see! how! this! exercise!
contributed! to! the!overall!model.!Moreover,! they!appeared! to! start! being!
overwhelmed!with! technical!detail!and! the!complexity!of! the!system,!and!
failing!to!see!how!this!was!contributing!to!the!model!building.!
4.2.2.8& System&structure&elicitation&
This!script!was!structurally! the!same!as! the! first!pilot!workshop,!but!was!
supported!by!different!technology!and!numbers!of!people.!Firstly,!it!was!only!
run!by!one!person!–!the!researcher!acting!as!both!facilitator!and!modeller.!
Secondly,! a! sticky! wall! was! used! to! collate! the! model,! rather! than! the!
document!camera!system.!This!was!to!test!the!option!of!building!a!model!
with! paper! resources! (seeFigure! 4.13).! Paper! was! used! for! stocks! and!
factors!and!shredded!paper!or!string!was!used!for!connections.!This!method!






Figure&4.13& Using& a& sticky&wall& to& build& the&model.& Red& paper& was&











the! discussion,! but! created! logistical! challenges! –! there! were! now! two!
people!operating!in!the!limited!physical!space!in!front!of!the!wall!and!they!
kept!getting!in!each!other’s!way,!which!impacted!the!flow!of!the!discussion.!

























flow to biodiversity flow from biodiversity flow of people outflow of people in
flow of water outflow of water in





stocks! and! flows! are! easy! to! grasp,! translating! this! conceptual!
understanding! into! an! accurate! understanding! of! the! dynamic!
relationships!between!stocks!and!flows!is!surprisingly!uncommon!–!




easily! grasped,! the! predatorHprey! model! was! difficult.! Once!
freshwater! had! been! introduced! and! modelled! there! were! three!
diverse!topics!that!participants!had!considered.!





•! At! least! two& people& were& required& to& run& the& workshop.! At! a!
minimum,!the!facilitator!and!modeller!roles!(Richardson!&!Andersen,!
1995)!are!necessary!(excluding!the!gatekeeper).!!
•! Limiting& the&number&of&variables&generated&would!be!useful! to!






‘analyse! details! rather! than! select! the! most! important! ones! and!
synthesise!the!broad!lines”!(van!den!Belt,!2004,!p.!86).!
4.3& Revising&the&methodology&





















huge! value! can! be! obtained! for! organisations! simply! by! having! a! better!
qualitative!understanding!of!a! larger!system!and! the! feedback! loops! that!
influence! it.! Moreover,! CLDs! and! simulation! models! are! not! mutually!
exclusive,!CLDs!are!often!used!to!help!develop!a!shared!understanding!of!
a!problem!before!key!relationships!are!quantified!and!simulation!modelling!








key! lesson! from! both! pilot! decision! conferences.! So,! in! relation! to! the!
objectives!of!this!research!–!particularly!the!ability!of!SD!to!be!applied!within!
















before! by! participants! not! familiar!with! SD! –! hence! they! are! used! here.!
These! are! reproduced! in! Appendix! 21.! These! patterns! help! provide!













decompose! a! CLD! (the! latter! was! used! here)! to! build!
understanding!of!a!system.!




4.! Increased! focus! on! ensuring! participants! had! the! greatest!
opportunity!to!learn&from&each&other!and!increase!their!level!of!




as! doubleHloop! communication! (Argyris,! 1994).! This! was!
achieved! through! subtle! changes! to! the! scripts! that! made!
participants! interact! and! discuss! things! more! (e.g.! working! in!
pairs,!discussing!things!with!a!neighbour).!
5.! confusing&examples!of!CLDs!and!explanations!of!stocks&and&




groups! to! reach!a! level!of! shared!understanding!when!starting!
‘from!scratch’!(Vennix,!1996).!
7.! The& workshop& was& run& with& only& three& people& filling& the&





facilitator!was!skilled! (one!person!could!wear! the! ‘hats’!of!both!
roles)! and! the! recorder! role! unnecessary! if! the!workshop!was!
electronically!recorded.!
8.! The!accessible!notation!of!same+(s)+and+opposite+(o)!were!used!
for!defining!the!direction!of!relationships! in! the!CLD,! instead!of!
the!mathematically! correct!positive+ (+)% or%negative+ (3).!While!
criticised! for! not! allowing! ‘deep! enough’! thinking! about! the!
mathematic! and! accumulative! aspects! of! causal! relationships!
(Richardson,!1997),!piloting!this!process!found!this!nomenclature!
















1.! Two& scripts& were& replaced& with& one& new& one.! The! reference!
modes!elicitation!and!structure!elicitation!scripts!were!substituted!for!
the! initiating! and! elaborating! a! causal! loop! diagram! script! from!
Scriptapedia!4.0.6! (Hovmand!et!al.,!2013).!This!was!similar! to! the!





Reyes! et! al.! (2006).! System! archetypes! are! an! efficient! way! of!
achieving! insight! into! system! problems! (Senge,! 1990)! and! help!






























Introduced! the! day,! introduced! participants! to! SD!
thinking!and!to!the!project.!
This! included! a! ‘Hopes! and! Fears’! introductory!
exercise!where!participants!each!wrote!down! their!
major! hopes! and! fears! for! the! day! and! had! turns!
sharing!these!with!the!group!and!collating!them!on!






•! It! was! combined& with& participant&
introductions! to! save! time! (participants!
introduce!themselves!and!then!describe!their!
hopes!and!fears).!
•! Participants! were! limited! to! one& hope& and&
one&fear!each.!













































•! Participants! were! limited! to! generating! no&
more&than&six&variables!each.!
•! Participants&discussed&their&variables&with&
each& other,! learning! about! the! different!
levels! of! aggregation! and! their! own!mental!
models!from!each!other.!
•! Participants! were! asked! to! group! their! six!
variables! into! two& groups& of& higher& and&
lesser& importance,! before! sharing! these!
with!the!wider!group.!












The! variable(s)! relating! to! the! problem! statement!
were! placed! at! the! centre! of! the! screen/board.!
Ideally,! a! reference! mode! for! this! variable! was!
available,!around!which!to!‘anchor’!the!discussion.!
Taking!one!variable!at!a! time! from! the!groups! list,!
variables!were! added! that!cause! a! change! in! the!




After! the! causes% have! been! identified,! those!
variables!that!were!influenced!as!a!consequence+of+
a+ change+ in+ the+ problem+ variable! were! added.!
Different!feedback!loops!were!then!identified.!
This!script!was!supported!using!a!data!projector!and!

















The!researcher! took! this!away!and! formalised! it! in!










Workshop! II! was! a! presentation! of! the! formalised!
CLD! developed! in! Workshop! I! and! any! system!
archetypes!identified!within!it.!!
This!was!not!strictly!a!script,!but!more!a!presentation!
from! the! facilitator.! It! incorporated! any! significant!






This! revised! methodology! is! applied! to! two! case! studies;! one! involving!



































Sawyers! Creek! is! a! small! stream! that! originates! in! the! hills! east! of!
Greymouth!and!passes!though!the!southern!urban!areas!of!Boddytown!and!









To!help! explore! the! issue!of!E.% coli! contamination! in!waterways,!WCRC!
gathered!an!informal!collection!of!representative!stakeholders!together!for!
the!workshop,! as! no! existing! group! had! yet! been! formed.! A! total! of! six!
participants!attended! the! first!workshop.!This!group!was!made!up!of! two!
regionalHcouncil! staff! members;! one! districtHcouncil! staff! member;! one!
district! councillor;! one! district! healthHboard! staff!member;! and! a! resident!
from! the! catchment! who! was! also! a! partHtime! farm! manager! for! small!
landholdings! in! the! catchment.! This! number! was! around! the! minimum!


























were!keen! to!get!going!and! thus! little! time!was!spent!on!providing!much!
detail!with!regards!to!the!background!of!the!researcher.!!
5.2.1.2& Introduction:&Project&II&–&Sawyers&Creek&
The! project! sponsor! and! ‘gatekeeper’! (Richardson! &! Andersen,! 1995)!
introduced!the!workshop!and!summarised!the!problem!being!investigated.!
This!was! that! the!creek! failed! the!NPSBFM%2014! bottom! line! (the! lowest!


















Introduced! the! day,! introduced! participants! to! SD!
thinking!and!to!the!project.!
This! included! a! ‘Hopes! and! Fears’! introductory!
exercise!where!participants!each!wrote!down!their!
major! hopes! and! fears! for! the! day! and! had! turns!
sharing!these!with!the!group!and!collating!them!on!






•! It! was! combined& with& participant&
introductions! to! save! time! (participants!
introduce!themselves!and!then!describe!their!
hopes!and!fears).!
•! Participants! were! limited! to!one& hope& and&
one&fear!each.!













However,! the! retention! of! this! script,! even! in! an! abridged! form,! was!














for! the! group!was! to! keep! the! variables! and! links! at! as! high! a! level! as!
possible!to!be!understandable,!but!as!detailed!as!possible!to!be!of!use.!It!
was! outlined! that! all! participants! brought! different! views! and! that! it! was!
hoped!that!the!upcoming!discussion!about!how!the!variables!fitted!together!
would!help!allay!some!of!the!concerns!raised!in!this!regard.!
A! second! participant! outlined! their! frustration! that! the! river! was! being!
degraded!and!that!the!dam!structures!had!contributed/were!contributing!to!









Participants! wrote! one! ‘hope’! and! one! ‘fear’! each! and,! while! standing!
around!the!sticky!wall,!took!turns!introducing!themselves,!explaining!their!
‘hope’!and!‘fear’!and!placing!them!on!the!sticky!wall.!The!researcher!then!




The!main!hopes! were:! that! a! better% understanding! of! the! issues! would!
emerge;!that!this!work!would!help!identify%a%way%forward!and!that!it!would!
help!achieve!improved%water%quality!in!the!future.!


















& Clean&water& & Way&forward&to&reduce&levels&













& Costs&to&individuals& & &
& & & & &
Blaming& & People&feeling&accused& & &
& & & & &
Disagreement&on&
monitoring&system& & & & &
& & ! ! !





































help! understand! the! linkages! within! the! wider! system! and! their! broad!
relationships!and!impacts!over!time,!rather!than!focusing!on!certain!parts!in!
detail.!!




complex,! relationships! are! nonHlinear,! feedback! is! a! feature! of! systems,!



























































In! the! observation! of! the! researcher,! this! part! of! the!workshop!was!well!
received! by! participants.! It! became! apparent! that! participants! started! to!
appreciate! how! some! influences! could! be! conflicting.! This! was!
demonstrated!when! the!group! talked! through! the!example! in!Figure!5.5,!
where!there!was!a!positive!relationship!between!both!business!profitability!
and! water! quality! on! community! satisfaction,! but! a! potentially! negative!
relationship! between! business! profitability! and! water! quality.! Questions!




As!with! the! first! group,!when! the!concept!CLD!shown! in!Figure!5.5!was!
discussed,! an! increased! understanding! that! some! influences! could! be!
conflicting!was!observed!with!participants.! In!general,! the!concepts!were!




















What% factors% influence% or% are% influenced% by% freshwater%
quality%and%quantity%in%the%Rangitāiki%WMA?%
It! is! noted! that! there! was! a! focus! on! both! ‘upstream’! and! ‘downstream’!




































each& other,! learning! about! the! different!
levels! of! aggregation! and! their! own!mental!
models!from!each!other.!
•! Participants! were! asked! to! group! their! six!
variables! into! two& groups& of& higher& and&
lesser& importance,! before! sharing! these!
with!the!wider!group.!


















(by!discussing!variables!with! their!peers!before!rating! them)!and! then!by!
working% together! to! group! them! into! clusters! that! represented! individual!
factors! in! the! CLD.! Once! the! group! was! happy! with! these! clusters,! the!
clusters!were!named%or%labelled.!The!number!of!variables!identified!in!this!
first! sorting! activity! influenced! whether! the! group! proceeded! directly! to!















Working! in! pairs,! participants! combined! their! individual! variables! into! a!
shared!list!that!represented!the!aggregated!views!of!the!two!participants.!




have! been! more! difficult.! When! the! group! reconvened,! participants!
observed! that! there! had! been! many! common! areas! identified,! often!




(numbered! with! a! ‘1’)! and! ‘lesser’! (numbered! with! a! ‘2’)! importance.! All!
‘higher’!importance!factors!were!then!put!on!the!sticky!wall!and!the!facilitator!
led!a!discussion!that!clustered!common!factors!together.!Once!the!group!
was! comfortable! with! all! the! factors! and! how! they! were! clustered,! they!








many! different! perspectives.! For! example,! a! farmer!might! also! consider!
themselves!to!be!an!environmentalist,!or!an!iwi!representative!might!also!








and! labels! reflected! the! groups! own! words.! The! factors! that! the! group!
outlined!are!listed!in!Table!5.4!below.!
Table&5.4& Factors&elicited&by&the&group&(not&in&order),&with&notations&



































1st& Population& Population! 1!





2nd& Climate&Change& Climate!change! 1!

















2nd& Structures& Dams! 2!
Lakes! 2!
Stopbanks! 2!
















same! organisation! discussing! factors! with! each! other.! This! helped! to!
increase!the!diversity!of!perspectives!that!were!shared.!
In!Project! I,! the!pairs! automatically! began!developing!a! combined! list! to!
present!to!the!group.!In!this!project,!the!facilitator!was!clearer!that!they!were!
just!discussing! their!choices,!and! that! they!would! then!prioritise! them!as!
individuals.!After! reconvening,! the!group!again!observed! that! there!were!




clusters.!Once! comfortable!with! the! clusters,! these!were! labelled! by! the!
group.!Again,!labelling!the!factors!after!they!had!been!sorted!and!discussed!


































































Stormwater!runHoff! 1& !  














Sewage! 1& !  
Sewage! 1& !  
Wastewater! 1& !  
Intensity!of!urban!development!
and!style!of!WWT!system! 1& !  
1st& Land&use& Vegetation!cover!(land!use)! 1& !  
1st&
Farming& Farm! 1& !  
Farming! 1& !  
1st& Costs&of&action&










Ecological!health! 1&  ! 


















































1& ! ! 
1st& Recreational&use&




Human!health! 1&  ! 
General!health! 1&  ! 
*&While&generated& from& the& same&set& of& factors,& it&was& acknowledged& that&septic+
tanks&and&sewerage& reflected&two&different& types&of& land&use,&so&were& labelled&as&
separate&factors.!
The! initiating% and%elaborating% a% causalBloop%diagram! script!was! then! run!
(see! Section! 4.3).! Completion! of! this! task! signalled! completion! of! the!
workshop.!All!the!factors!identified!had!been!used!in!this!script!and!resulted!
in!a!very!comprehensive!CLD.!!
When! the! factors!marked!with!a! ‘2’!were!added! to! the!sticky!wall! it!was!
found! that! all! additional! factors,! bar! one,! were! accounted! for! under! the!





















The! variable(s)! relating! to! the! problem! statement!
were! placed! at! the! centre! of! the! screen/board.!
Ideally,! a! reference! mode! for! this! variable! was!
available,!around!which!to!‘anchor’!the!discussion.!
Taking!one!variable!at!a! time!from!the!groups! list,!
variables!were!added! that!cause! a! change! in! the!


















group! then! worked! through! each! factor! and! began! describing! the!
relationships!between!each!factor!that!they!saw!or!understood.!
At! first,! this! was! easy! to! do! with! a! single! factor,! but! as! the! discussion!
progressed!many!connections!began!to!be!drawn!between!different!factors,!
or!a! line!of! influence!was! traced! through!various! factors.!The!group!was!
challenged!to!try!and!ensure!a!minimum!number!of!influences!were!placed!
on! the! diagram.! Sometimes,! this! resulted! in! detailed! discussion! of! an!
influence! that! had!been!described,! to!ensure! that! it!was! captured!by!an!










multiple! influences,! sometimes!with!opposing!polarity! (e.g.!one! influence!
was!a!same!while!another!was!an!opposite).!It!was!therefore!not!always!
possible! to! label! all! influences! clearly! with! ‘same’! or! ‘opposite’! labels,!
although! this! was! done! where! possible.! Developing! the! CLD! took! the!







focusing! factor! of!E.% coli! contamination!was! placed! in! the!middle! of! the!
screen!and!those!factors!that!had!been!identified!in!the!first!‘wave’!(or!‘sort’)!
of! factors!were!slowly!added! to! the!diagram!as! the!various! relationships!
were!discussed.!!
Again,! the! need! to! determine! whether! influences! were! the! same!
quantitatively!(positive)!or!the!opposite!(negative)!was!introduced!after!a!















tanks!as!well! as! their!efficacy,! and! that! their! efficacy!could!be! improved!
through! septic! tank! mitigation.! The! facilitated! discussion! of! the! group!
therefore!led!to!the!single!factor!of!‘septic!tanks’!evolving!into!the!additional!



















The! final! CLD! has! been! drawn! in! Vensim! Software
13












































stages.! In!summary,!however,! there!was!a!general! feeling!of!satisfaction!
from!the!groups!with!regards!to!the!quality!and!content!of!the!discussions!
that! they! had! had,! coupled! with! a! sense! of! being! overwhelmed! by! the!
complexity!of!the!CLD!they!had!drawn.!
After! this! first! workshop,! the! CLDs! were! drawn! clearly! in! software! and!
analysed! for! archetypes! before! being! presented! back! to! the! groups! for!











The! time!between!workshops!was!different! for!each!project! (see!Section!







with! parts! of! the! CLDs! drawn! more! clearly! using! systems! dynamics!
software,!with!this!gradually!being!built!up!into!the!final!CLDs.!
Different! types! of! feedback% loops! and! system% archetypes! (or! ‘common!
patterns’!as!archetypes!were!termed!in!these!presentations)!from!systems!
dynamics! theory! were! then! presented! to! the! group,! followed! by! various!










possible!archetypes! in! the!diagram,!only! those!archetypes! that!might!be!
useful!to!the!group!were!focused!on!–!primarily!those!involving!water!quality!
or! water! quantity.! Some! minor! amendments! for! the! CLD! were! also!
suggested!to!the!group,!these!influenced!the!final!CLD!and!archetypes.!
The! group! found! partial! analysis! of! the! CLD! useful! and! had! mixed!
responses! to! the!archetypes.!Some! found! them!very!useful,!while! some!
found! them! confusing! or! misunderstood! them! as! recommendations! for!
action! being! made! by! the! researcher.! Others! found! them! useful,! but!








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The! CLD! drawn! by! this! group! contained! nearly! double! the! number! of!
variables!as!the!Rangitāiki!group,!and!was!at!a!much!higher! level!of!disB
aggregation,!given!the!more!focused!problem!question.!All!links!were!clearly!









their! implications,! there! was! little! controversy! around! whether! they!
represented!the!system!that! the!group!had!described!or!not.!The!greater!
clarity! provided! by! the! archetypes! also! generated! a! more! consistent!
appreciation!in!the!group!that!the!weighting!of!the!factors!would!influence!
the!impact!that!different!archetypes!would!have.!!
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































scale,! given! that! it! was! a! much! smaller! catchment,! the! Sawyers! Creek!
application!may!have!been!an!easier!project!to!begin!with.!The!second!was!
the!fact!that,!while!both!catchments!were!responding!to!a!need!or!an!issue!






understand!a! complex! system! (Sterman,! 2001),! so! its! application!at! this!
stage!in!the!Sawyers!Creek!process!is!appropriate.!However,!if!scheduled!
the!other!way!around,!the!Rangitāiki!River!project!may!have!benefited!from!














For! the! workshops! that! were! further! apart,! people! needed! reminding! of!
much!of!what!was!discussed!in!the!first!meeting.!This!would!indicate!that!it!
would! be! preferable! for! workshops! to! be! scheduled! reasonably! close!
together! (within! a!week! or! two),! but! this!may! not! always! be! possible! in!








project/decision! approach.! In! Jay! W.! Forrester’s! early! work! Urban2
Dynamics,!he!describes!a!process!where!urban!experts!were!gathered!on!






environment! literature.! Edgar! Schein! (1988)! demonstrates! how! problem!





and!supporting! resources.!This! iterative!process!can!also!be!seen! in! the!
image!from!the!NPS@FM!shown!earlier!in!Figure!2.1.!






Because! the! Rangitāiki! group! was! already! an! existing! group,! no!










(Appendix! 12)! proved! a! useful! way! of! helping! people! to! introduce!
themselves,! outlining! their! expectations! for! the! day! and! helping! to!more!
efficiently! use! time,! it! acted! also! a! power@leveller! and! linked! people’s!
introductions!with!their!hopes!and!fears,!not!the!position!they!held!or!reason!
they!were!attending.!This!was!also!an!important!foundational!step!on!the!















interested! in! trying! to! understand! what! variables! influenced2 and2 were2
influenced2by! the! two! variables! of!water! quality! and!water! quantity.! The!
‘upstream’! and! ‘downstream’! elements! of! both! focus! questions! (what!
influences2and!what!is! influenced2by)!align!with!the!approach!that!Vennix!












has! been! advocated! by! him! as! necessary! (Forrester,! 2007).! The!
inexperience!of!the!researcher!meant!that!a!sponsor!organisation’s!desire!
to!pursue!a!non@problem!focused!question! in! the!Rangitāiki!was!pursued!
and! the! likely! impacts! of! such! were! not! appreciated.! As! a! result,! the!
Rangitāiki! CLD! has! a! far! greater! number! of! undefined! influences! and!
linkages! (see!Appendix! 20! and!Appendix! Table! 9)! –! this!was! a! specific!
result!of!the!focus!question!not!being!problem!focused!enough.!It!was!also!
trying! to! accommodate! two!major! variables! (water! quality! and! quantity),!



















that! a! wide! range! of! people! can! learn! during! their! development! and/or!












system!conceptualisation! (Vennix,!1996f!Winz!et!al.,! 2009).! In!applied!
situations,! it! is! likely! that! these!will,!at! least! initially,!be!generated!by! the!
project!sponsor!or!owner.!Problem!structuring!is!a!key!part!of!GMB!and!the!
problem@solving! process! has! been! demonstrated! to! potentially! be! highly!
iterative,!with!people!often!needing!to!return!to!refine!their!definition!of!the!
problem!as!their!understanding!of!it!increases!(Schein,!1988)!(see!Figure!
6.1,! p.! 109).! Thus,! it! is! important! that! GMB! participants! are! given! the!
opportunity! to!help! refine! the!question!at!a! later!stage.!Nonetheless,! this!
does! introduce!a! tension,!as! the!sponsor!organisation!still!has!a!defined!
need! to!meet! and! thus! retains! some! dominance! on! the! direction! of! the!
process.!If!this!is!not!done,!then!participants!may!feel!that!they!have!less!
control!and!input,!affecting!their!level!of!investment.!(This!factor!aligns!with!
the! general! reluctance! of! people! to! accept! other! peoples’! definition! of! a!
problem! (Schein,! 1987)! and! was! observed! during! the! pilot! stage,! see!























elicited! by! the! group! with! deeper! questions.! Deliberately! structuring! the!
GMB!process!to!involve!everyone!and!use!‘double!loop’!communication!is!
important,! research! has! shown! that! groups! that! actively! embrace! the!











of! each! variable! was! recorded! on! the! day.! However,! it! must! also! be!
considered!whether!there!was!time2to!do!this2in!the!time!constraints!facing!
this!GMB!process?!As!Richardson!and!Andersen!(1995)!originally!stated!
and! others! have! reinforced! (e.g.! Rouwette,! 2003),! the! five! roles! can! be!
shared!among!a!lesser!number!of!people.!In!this!case,!it!was!found!that!with!
adequate!electronic!recording!devices!(audio!and!visual)!and!prompt!writing!
up! of! notes! (that! night! or! the! next! day),! sufficient! detail! for! each! of! the!
variables!was!recorded.!It!is!also!worth!noting!that!there!were!examples!in!
both!projects!where!the!definition!of!the!variables!evolved!as!the!discussion!








disaggregate!a!variable,! the! lack!of! focus!of! the!question!meant! that! this!
provided!no!guidance!as!to!how!the!variables!should!be!disaggregated,!and!
so! this! was! resisted! as! it! would! likely! lead! to! the! generation! of! a! huge!
number!of!variables.!With!the!Sawyers!Creek!group,!on!the!other!hand,!the!
disaggregation!of!variables!was!often!an!obvious!and!necessary!thing!to!do,!
in! response! to! the! specificity! of! the! focus! question.! Ensuring! the! GMB!
process!is!focused!on!a!specific!problem!–!in!line!with!good!practice!(van!






and! Figure! 5.8! (p.! 105).! A! comparison! of! them! shows! that! there! are! a!
greater!number!of!variables!on!the!Sawyers!Creek!CLD!and!that!a!greater!
number!of!the!influences!were!clearly!labelled!as!either!same!or!opposite!





based! around! the! accepted! convention! that! considering! the! effects! that!
impact!on!a!variable,!then!considering!the!flow@on!effects!of!that!changed!
variable,!are!an!appropriate!way!of!building!an!understanding!of!causality!
(Vennix,! 1996).!Given! the! inexperience! of! the! researcher,! however,! this!
script!was!applied!in!slightly!different!ways!in!each!project.!
In!the!Rangitāiki!process,!once!variables!had!been!elicited!and!prioritised,!
they! were! all! drawn! on! the! screen! around! the! two! focus! variables.! A!








group,!so! for! them! to!be!manageable! they!were!added!one@by@one.!The!
gradual!addition!of!the!variables!provided!much!more!methodical!structure!







variables! labelled,! or! those! that! had! been! added! during! discussion! and!
development!of!the!CLD.!This!created!a!strong!sense!of!achievement!within!
the!group!and!seemed!to!indicate!that!their!collective!knowledge!had!been!








experience! of!participants! in! the!GMB!process,! therefore,! that! is!what! is!
described! in! this! section.! The! resulting!detail2of! the! feedback! loops! and!
system!archetypes!identified!and!a!more!detailed!discussion!of!how!these!
were!analysed!and!what!was!found!is!included!in!Appendix!20.!















the!Rangitāiki! application,! it! was! not! possible! to! identify! and! discuss!all!
possible!feedback!loops!and!archetypes.!The!researcher!therefore!focused!
on! those! that!were! thought!or! judged! to!be!of! interest! to! the!group! (e.g.!
archetypes! surrounding! water! quantity! or! allocation).! This! also! had! the!










archetypes! is! itself! a! learning! journey! –! much! like! learning! to! write!
sentences!as!a!child!–!becoming!more!easily!recognised!and!understood!
the!more! regularly!people!use! them!(Senge,!1990).!While! it! is! likely! that!
participants’!understanding!of!archetypes!and!how!they!can!be!useful!will!
grow! in! accordance! with! their! exposure! to! them! (Braun,! 2002f! Senge,!
1990),!achieving!such!familiarity!within!the!limited!time!of!this!research!(i.e.!





Some! people! demonstrated! a! more@developed! understanding! of! the!
feedback!loops!or!archetypes!and!their!implications.!However,!it!was!difficult!
to!determine!which! type!of!participants! found!them!easier! to!understand,!
due!to!the!small!sample!size!involved!and!the!broad!backgrounds!of!many!
of!the!participants.!For!these!reasons,!understanding!how!the!demographic!




would! be! important.! Structured! weighting! of! which! variable! is! more!
important!than!another!is!not!possible!in!qualitative!modelling,!like!CLD.!It!
does! not! negate! the! insight! provided! by! such!modelling! (Senge,! 1990).!
However,! it! highlights! the! value! of! progressing! to! simulation! modelling,!
which! inherently! weighs! the! relative! importance! of! different! influences!
based! on! available! data.! It! is! an! essential! step! for! some! leading! SD!
practitioners! (Forrester,! 2007f! Sterman,! 2000f! Vennix,! 1996),! yet! it! also!
involves! greater! complexity,! which! makes! it! harder! to! utilise! in! GMB.!












This!section!summarises!and!discusses! the!quantitative! results! from! this!
research.!It!provides!insight!into!the!self@reported!assessment!of!the!GMB!
workshop! process.! The! quantitative! survey! results! are! reported! and!
discussed! (Section! 7.1),! while! a! ‘word! cloud’! for! both! case! studies!





















their! scores! shown! in! Table! 3.1.! Most! participants! either! moderately! or!
strongly! agreed! with! the! 5! statements.! There! were! only! four! responses!
(from! three! participants)! that! disagreed!with! any! of! the! statements.!One!
participant! strongly! disagreed! that! they! had! learned! more! about! other2
peoples’2perspectives,!and!they!moderately!disagreed!that!they!found!CLDs!
easy2 to2 understand.! Two! other! participants! moderately! and! slightly!







benefits! of! the! process! or! of! the!CLD! that!was! developed.! These!were:!
Question!1,!this2process2helped2me2better2understand2the2perspectives2of2
other2people2in2the2group2relating2to2freshwater2issuesf!Question!4,!using2











has!been!provided!here,! as!a!novel!way!of! demonstrating! the! variety!of!
individual!words!used!in!both!the!qualitative!survey!results!and!the!semi@
structured!interviews.!
This! technique,! however,! is! separate! to! the! thematic! analysis! that! is!







































































































































































































































































































































Figure!7.2! Top! 200! words! from! surveys! and! interviews:! Sawyers!
Creek!–!Word!Cloud.!
!
It! is! interesting! that! the! top! words! used! in! the! interviews! for! both! case!
studies!are! ‘person’!and! ‘thinking’14.!Some!of!the!implications!of!the!word!
‘thinking’! might! be! that! during! the! interviews,! interviewees! were! either!
talking! about! what! they! thought! (“I! think…”)f! describing! themselves! as!
thinkingf!or! talking!about! the!act!of! thinking! in! the!workshop.!This!would!
seem!to!indicate!that!people!were!certainly!engaged!in!the!act!of!problem@





words! like! person/personal/personalities/personality/personally.! This! is!























































































































































































































































This! indicates! that! the! social! dynamics! of! the! group,! their! industries! or!
historical!freshwater!processes!were!a!subject!of!discussion.!The!personal!
variants!of!person!–!personal!and!personally!–!hinted!at!both!positive!and!
negative!uses!of! this.!For!example,!as!above!with! “I! think...”,! “personally!
I….”!could!also!appear!as!a!defensive!statement,!depending!on!the!context.!




processes.! This! was! likely! to! indicate! that! the! surveys! and! interviews!
discussed! issues! related! to! the! GMB! process! or! other! government! or!
economic! ‘processes’,! the!people!they!affected!(‘people(s)’,2 ‘groups’)!and!
possibly! what! some! of! the! actions! resulting! from! these!may! be! or! their!
impacts!(‘things’).!
While!insightful,!these!quantitative!tools!lack!the!ability!to!convey!the!rich!
context! within! which! these! words! were! used.! The! qualitative! thematic!











The! approach! to! thematic! analysis! was! outlined! in! (3.3.3).! This! section!
describes! the! journey2of!undertaking! the! thematic!analysis!by!chronicling!
the! steps! outlined! in! Braun! and! Clarke! (2006)! (Section! 3.3.3.2.3).!
Subsequent!sections!will!discuss!the!resulting!themes!(Sections!9!–!12).!
Qualitative!data!was!collected!via!open@ended!survey!questions!(Table!8.1)!











The! interviews! were! by! far! the! largest! single! source! of! qualitative! data!
utilised!here!and!made!up!the!bulk!of!the!thematic!analysis,!the!qualitative!
survey!questions!only!accounting! for!a!small!amount!of! text.! If! there!are!






were! not! large! enough! to! compare! demographic! sub@sets! (e.g.! gender,!
ethnicity!or!profession)!within!them.!!






The! process! of! data! familiarisation! was! undertaken! by! listening! to! and!













a!different! light!after! listening! to! the! recorded!discussions!or! reading! the!






subject! matter! or! experiences! of! participants! in! other! processes! were!






and! to! avoid,! as!much! as! possible,! inconsistent! coding! due! to! possibly!
evolving!definitions!of!the!codes!in!the!researcher’s!mind!–!or!‘coding!drift’!




consistent! as! possible! (Braun! &! Clarke,! 2006)! and! as! systematic! as!
possible!(Terry,!2016).!
Around! 250! individual! codes! were! initially! generated! across! the! data!
corpus,! which!was!made! up! of! 16! interviews! (the! bulk! of! the! data)! and!
answers!to!the!qualitative!questions!from!the!follow!up!surveys.!This!was!a!
very! large!number! and! simply! reflects! a! numeric! count! of! them,!with! no!
reflection! on! their! similarity.! Also,! some! of! these! codes!may! have! been!
applied!with!more!prevalence!than!others,!which!is!an!important!element!to!



























professional!background,!while! the!Drivers2 for2 involvement! included!how!
!
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they! were! invited! to! be! part! of! the! process! or! how! they! were! there! to!
represent! their! community,! professional,! business! or! personal! interests.!
Because!much!about!the! identity!of! the!participants!could!be!drawn!from!
the! codes! within! these! headings,! their! content! has! been! excluded! from!
further!analysis!to!preserve!the!anonymity!of!the!participants.!This!does!not!
impact! on! the! detail! of! the! analysis,! as! these! codes! mostly! included!
comments!made!about!their!profession!and!how!they!came!to!be!involved!




After! these!headings!were!clustered!according! to! their! related!content,!a!
series!of!draft!themes!were!identified.!These!were!Benefits2of2the2process,!
Limitations2 of2 the2 process,!Application2 of2 CLD,!A2 difficult2 challenge! and!









































































Having!generated! initial! themes,! these!were! then!reviewed!by! further! re@
reading!of!the!data.!With!the!objectives!of!the!study!in!mind,!this!process!
was! a! useful! ‘quality! check’! (Braun!&!Clarke,! 2016).! Some! re@coding! of!
extracts!was! undertaken! and! the! initial! themes!were! also! reviewed!with!
external!input.!This!led!to!a!significant!revision!of!the!themes.!!
When! reviewing! the! draft! with! external! input,! the! strong! tendency! for!
functional!groupings!in!draft!themes!was!noted.!There!was!concern!that!this!
was! a! very! deductive! approach! (they! were! being! grouped! into! pre@
determined! themes)! to! codes! that! had! been! generated! inductively.!
Consequently,! a! significant! re@arrangement! of! codes! and! headings! was!
considered!along!the!lines!of!what!story!was!being!told!by!the!data,!rather!
than!what!information!it!was!felt!was!required2to2run!a!process.!
Some!headings!were!merged!or! amended,! but! there! remained!a! similar!
amount!of! them.!The!most!significant!change!came! from!how! they!were!
grouped! to! reflect! the!experience!of! participants! in! the!GMB!process!as!
“central! organising! concepts”! of! themes! (Braun! &! Clarke,! 2016).! Four!
central!concepts!underpinned!these!revised,!unnamed,!themes:!Why2were2
people2 involvedV!How2did2people2 find2 the2processV!What2did2 the2process2






Table!8.4! Reviewed! themes! –! tabulated.! The! number! in! brackets!












































































































































The! first! theme!discusses! the! long@term!nature!of! the! issues!being!dealt!














The! coding! of! complexity! and! the! longevity! of! freshwater! management!
issues!was!prevalent!in!half!of!the!data!sources.!Most!comments!related!to!
the! complexity! of! issues! and! the! interconnectedness! of! all! the! various!
elements! that! are! often! discussed! as! part! of! policy! development,! not!
necessarily! always! in! a! coordinated! way.! Participants! talked! about! how!
‘everything!is!connected’,!how!much!‘commonality’!and!‘connectivity’!there!
was!between! issues!and!how!“you! just!can't! look!at! this! issue! in…!silos”!














Almost! as! many! comments! across! both! projects! referred! also! to! the!
longevity!of!problems!and!their!long!history.!In!Rangitāiki,!decisions!made!
around! farming!and! irrigating! the!Galatea!plains!30@40!years! in! the!past!
were!discussed!by!some,!as!were!future!issues!of!consent!renewals!that!
others! could! see! looming! 15@20! years! hence.! In!Sawyers!Creek,! issues!
relating!to!the!impact!of!council!decisions!made!30!years!previously!and!the!






to! implement.! It! was! noted! that! moving! towards! a! culture! of! improved!
environmental!practice!would! take!a!while,!one!participant!demonstrating!
this!by! sharing! their! experience!over!20!years!of! championing,!and!only!
recently! starting! to! implement,! a! solution! to! something! that! had! been!
identified!as!a!major!problem!in!the!CLD.!!
Yet,!it!was!not!always!known!how!widespread!problems!were!or!what!the!



















(coded! in! only! two! data! sources),! yet! are!worth! noting! because! of! their!
forcefulness! (Owen,! 1984)! –! participants! who! felt! that! their! personal!
perspectives!were!not,!or!had!not!always!been,!appreciated.!!
These! comments! predominantly! came! from! farming! participants! and!
indicated!that!they!sometimes!felt!attacked!by!others!for!their!activities!as!


















for! example,! farmer’s! views! of! non@farmers! and! non@farmer’s! views! of!
farmers,! as! well! as! iwi! views! of! non@iwi! and! non@iwi! views! of! iwi.! This!
!
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decision@making! processes! –! there! was! a! perception! that! they! had! a!
compartmentalised!way!of!looking!at!things.!SD!has!value!in!this!context.!
Some! literature! describes! that! its! value! lies! in:! helping! to! understand!
systems!holistically!rather!than!in!parts!(van!den!Belt,!2004)f!trying!to!avoid!
‘policy! resistance’! (Ghaffarzadegan! et! al.,! 2011f! Sterman,! 2000)f! or!
attempting!to!avoid!sub@optimal!implementation!of!policy!(Sterman,!1994).!
Comments! coded! here! were! moderately! prevalent! (in! around! half! the!
sources)! and! reinforced! these!aspects! of! the! literature.!Some!were!also!
expressed! with! moderate! forcefulness! (Owen,! 1984),! indicating! their!
relevance.! Some! participants! felt! frustration! with! the! way! that,! they! felt,!
scientific! studies! were! disjointed! from! policy! development! or! were! only!








of!perceived!difficulty.! Itself! responsible! for!making! things!happen,! it!was!




time,!and! that! they! felt! they!were!provided2 information2 to!approve! rather!
!
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the! running! of! GMB! processes! and! provides! insight! into! some! of! the!
motivating! factors! for! people! to! be! involved.! The! issues! are! complex! in!
nature!and!have!been!a!long!time!in!gestation,!while!those!who!have!been!
invited! or! sought! to! be! involved! feel! passionately! about! having! their!
perspective! heard,! often! feeling! it! has! not! been! heard! previously.!


















involvement! in! modelling! of! those! with! the! relevant! mental! models! was!




(Andersen!et!al.,!1997).!While!a!high@level!of! involvement! is! important,! it!
may!also!highlight!the!need!to!consider!extended!time!frames!and!impress!
the!need!to!ensure!that!meetings!of!the!group!are!run!well!(more!on!this!in!











if! they! wanted! to! include! more! people! in! the! next! workshop! and! they!
declined.!The!main!reason!given!was!that!new!people!would!need!to!take!




















and! more! durable! than! the! ‘purchase! of! expertise’! and! ‘doctor@patient’!
models.!In!contrast,!these!alternatives!rely!on!being!told!the!problem!and!






attempting! to! align! them! around! a! common! interpretation! of! a! complex!
system!(Forrester,!1961).!Such!elicitation!will!help!avoid!a!group’s!collective!

























































its! efficacy! in! achieving! the! objectives! highlighted! earlier! and! for! other!











contrast! to! an! expert! dispensing! ‘answers’”! (van! den!Belt,! 2004,! p.! 11).!






























The! need! for! an! attitude2 of2 inquiry,! as! described! by! Vennix! (1996),! is!
captured!not!in!a!GMB!sense,!but!in!a!facilitative!sense,!in!the!book!The2art2
of2 the2 focused2 conversation! (Stanfield,! 2000).! Here,! the! agile! modern!
organisation! is!described!as!a! ‘learning’! organisation,!one! that! facilitates!
inquiry!and!questions!rather! than!dictating!decisions.!This!aligns!with! the!
work!of!Senge!(1990),!whose!work!focuses!on!the!ability!of!systems!thinking!
to! be! the! ‘fifth! discipline’! that! helps! organisations! become! ‘learning!
organisations’.!To!be!such!an!organisation!requires!a!participatory!process,!
the! principle! of!which! requires! inquiry,! impartiality! and! “the! art! of! asking!
questions”!(Stanfield,!2000,!p.!13).!Evidence!that!the!process!achieved!this!
and! was! objective,! in! contrast! to! the! type! of! process! where! experts!
!
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Sections! 9.2! and! 9.3),! it! reinforced! the! importance! of! this! factor! for!
knowledge!elicitation! (Vennix!et! al.,! 1992).!Many!participants!noted! their!
satisfaction!with! the! style!of! facilitation,! indicating! that! this!also!plays!an!
important! role.! This! finding! reinforces! the! need! for! facilitation! to! be!
incorporated!more!fully!into!SD!training!programmes,!not!so!much!so!that!
practitioners!become!‘one@stop@shops’!with!all!these!skills,!but!so!that!they!
can! appreciate! these! skills! and! can! recognise! when! they! need! to! be!
incorporated!(Vennix,!1999).!
Many!participants!also!described!the!benefit!of!the!sticky!wall!that!was!used!
to!help! the!group!share! their! thoughts!and!sort! the! information! that! they!







each! of! the! GMB! groups.! Case! studies! with! a! smaller! number! of! GMB!
processes!tended!to!have!less!people!in!each!of!the!GMB!groups,!and!vice!
versa!(Rouwette!et!al.,!2002f!Scott!et!al.,!2016b).!While!this!tends!to!reflect!
the! fact! that! smaller! studies! (like! this! one)! usually! involve! exploratory!
research!(Scott!et!al.,!2016b),!Rouwette!et!al.!(2002)!note!that!most!groups!
















that! the!smaller!group!used! in! this!research!(10!people)!was!much!more!
beneficial! and! enabled! better! discussion,! while! also! not! allowing! strong!
individuals! to! dominate! (power@levelling).! Those! involved! in! the!Sawyers!
Creek!project!also!generally!agreed! that! their!group!size! (6!people)!was!
good,! allowing! fruitful! discussion.! While! some! people! from! both! groups!
highlighted! the! fact! that! more! people! would! be! good! for! representation!
(discussed! further! in! Section! 10.7),! the! point!was! also!made! by! several!











This! section! discusses! the! way! the! workshops! resulted! in! focused! and!
appropriate!discussion.!



















































the! findings! of! Ansell! and! Gash! (2007)! who! found! structure2 to! be! an!
important!element!in!collaborative!governance.!This!was!also!the!case!with!
the!findings!of!Scott!et!al.!(2016b)!and!previously,!Rouwette!et!al.!(2002)!in!
relation! to! GMB! specifically.! While! the! effectiveness! of! such! decision@
making!is!itself!significant,!it! is!important!that!Scott!et!al.!(2016b)!note!no!





development! is! noted! as! being! a! simple! way! of! portraying! a! system!
(Sterman,!2000),!and!this!simplicity!seems!to!have!resonated!with!many!of!
the!participants,!being!prevalent!in!around!half!of!the!data!sources.!































the! purpose! of! SD!modelling! is! to! attempt! to! address! specific! issues! or!
problems! (Richardson! &! Pugh,! 1989f! Vennix,! 1996).! Indeed,! in! the!
publication!that!became!the!genesis!of!the!discipline!of!systems!thinking,!
Industrial2dynamics,!Forrester!(1961,!p.21)!stated!that!“The!first!step!in!a!




across! the! two! projects! with! regards! to! this! fundamental! rule.! The! first!
project! (Rangitāiki! River)! started! by! identifying! two! important! freshwater!
factors!and!attempting!to!map!as2wide2an2understanding2of2the2system2as2
possible! from! there.! The! second! project! (Sawyers! Creek),! in! contrast,!
addressed!a!specific2freshwater2problem!that!was!being!experienced!and!


















benefit! of! this! process.! This! behaviour! was! demonstrated! by! a! different!
participant!who!had!the!expectation!that!the!workshop!would!lead!directly!
to! action,! rather! than! greater! understanding! of! the! issue! then! eventual2
action,! indicating! the! presence! of! the! action@oriented! mind@set! that! the!
previous!person!had!described.!This!was!a!good!example!of!the!difference!




(Ackoff,! 2001).! Yet! another! participant! felt! that! being! highly! problem@
focused!came!with!the!risk!of!possibly!not!exploring!some!wider!and!deeper!
reasons!for!the!experience!of!that!problem.!This!would!suggest!that!while!
being! problem! focused!was! useful,! it! is! important! to! not! let! the! process!
become!too! focused!and!maintaining!an!ability! to!explore! issues! through!














sizes,! while! large,! between! the! two! case! studies! is! not! thought! to! have!
adversely! impacted! on! this! experience.! There! is! a! long! history! of! the!














take! and! appreciating! that! different! attitudes! are! important! –! those! with!
divergent! views! should! not! be! avoided.! In! short,! she! stresses! that! the!
process! is! interested! in! gathering! “relevant! institutions! and! stakeholders!
together! to! understand! acute! or! anticipated! challenges.”! (van! den! Belt,!
2004,!p.!62).!!
Representation! was! a! key! subject! of! discussion! in! preparation! of! the!
workshops!but!was!determined!ultimately!by!the!sponsor!council.!
Most!comments!from!participants!highlighted!the!fact!that!appropriate!group!




satisfactory! experience! of! the! process.! One! participant! described! it! as!
‘democratic’,!while!others!noted!that!the!variety!of!views!that!were!evident!
among!participants!made! the!discussion!wider!and!able! to! include!more!
perspectives,! including! non@technical! ones.! Some! people! with! a! non@
technical!background!described!their!experience!of!being!involved!as!quite!
a!steep!learning!curve!and!they!were!unsure!that!they!were!adding!value.!
Such! self@doubt! appeared! ill@founded! though,! as! comments! from! the!
technical!participants!tended!to!highlight!how!much!they!appreciated!non@
technical! people! being! involved.! Ensuring! that! the! contributions! of! such!









this! viewf! a! Māori! example! of! this! is! described! in! Section! 11.3.! This!
highlighted! the! importance! of! involving! people! who! have! a! deep!
understanding!of!the!issues!involved!from!life!experience,!even!though!that!
understanding!will!not!be!able!to!be!fully!imparted!to!others!simply!through!
dialogue.! Senge! (1990)! talks! about! the! concept! of! leadership! being!
intimately! linked! to! wisdom,! not! only! power2 or2 authority.2 He! quotes!
Confucius! saying:! “To! become! a! great! leader,! you!must! first! become! a!
human! being”! (Confucius! (nd),! as! cited! in! Senge,! 1990,! p.! 318).! The!













It! is! important! to!note! that! these!comments!were!not!suggesting! that! the!










could! have! contributed! rather! than! criticisms! per2 sef! either! way,! it! is!
impossible! to! infer! the! impact!of!such!a!change!of!representation.!These!
comments! are! consistent!with! findings! across! collaborative! processes! in!


























with! the! level!of!understanding! that! the!process! is! trying! to!achieve!was!











simply!being! involved! in! the!discussion,!meant! that! the!need! for! this! first!
part!of!the!workshop!to!‘strike!the!right!chord’!was!important.!One!or!two!
comments! from! the!Rangitāiki! project! reflected! that! some!had!perceived!














in! Section! 4! bears! testament! to! the! benefits! of! rigorous! planning! and!
conducting!pilot!workshops.!
10.9! Summary!J!a!refreshing!new!process!
This! section! has! discussed! the! important! theme! of! a2 refreshing2 new2
process.!Participants!reacted!positively!to!the!fact!that!the!process!actively!
involved!participants!through!impartial!facilitation,!that!it!was!a!simple!and!




















sense! (Tietenberg! &! Lewis,! 2015).! The!more! that! a! problem! is! ‘wicked’!
(Rittel!&!Webber,!1973)!or! ‘messy’!(Vennix,!1996),!with!no!single!right!or!




simple! solutions! (Rittel!&!Webber,! 1973).!Their! comments! indicated! that!
they!took!this!responsibility!very!seriously!but!knew!that,!‘at!the!end!of!the!
day’,! they!would! need! to!make! decisions! that!would! impact! on! peoples’!
livelihoods.! They! demonstrated! an! awareness! that! this! would! be!





the! current2 reality! (e.g.! current! freshwater! quality! and! quantity)! and! the!
vision!of!where!a!group/community/organisation!hopes!to!be!in!the!future.!
This! tension! can! be! both! daunting! and! discouraging,! or! positive! and! a!
source! of! energy! –! how! a! group! views! this! will! determine! whether! this!
creative!tension!helps!hold!a!group!to!a!vision,!or!encourage!it!to!‘erode!its!
goals’! according! to! the! archetype! described! by!Senge! (1990).! For!more!
detail! of! this! archetype! see! Appendix! 21.! This! tension! was! noticed! by!









The! challenges! and! constraints! of! decision@making! were! discussed! by!
some,!with!mention!of!people!being!‘time@poor’!and!traditionally!dealing!with!
problems! piecemeal! and! therefore! being! ‘task@focused’! or! fixing! the!
‘symptom!not!the!problem’.!This!type!of!decision@making!would!qualify!as!
the! second! level! of! four! types! of! decision@making! described! by! Ackoff!




best! that! it!can!(Ackoff,!1994).! In!general,!participants! felt! that! there!was!
scope!for!better!decision@making,!indicating!that!there!was!an!opportunity!
to!move!up!Ackoff’s!scale!of!decision@making!from!‘resolution’!towards!the!
preferred! states! of! ‘solution’! or! ‘dissolution’.! However,! the! re@design! of!
current!practice!is!non@trivial,!given!ingrained!ways!of!thinking!and!doing!in!
the!systems!involved!in!freshwater!management!in!NZ.!
Evidence! indicates! that!knowledge!sharing!and! improved!communication!
are! regular! results! of! GMBf! yet,! there! is! little! evidence! to! support! an!









with! one! another! than! they! had! thought.! Those! that! did! make! this!




ability!of!both! individuals!and!groups! to! learn!and! the!benefit! that!comes!
from! being! involved.! By! comparison,! having! more! in! common! than! first!
thought!aligns!best!with!elements!of!the!literature!that!deal!with!alignment!
of! mental! models! and! shared2 vision! and! is! considered! separate! to! the!
shared2understanding!of!issues!discussed!previously.!
Senge!(1990)!describes!how!groups,!teams!or!organisations!achieve!things!
through! their! combined! (rather! than! individual)! energies! and! that,! when!
those!energies!are!aligned!in!their!pursuit!of!an!objective,!they!are!far!more!
effective!than!when!mal@aligned.!Describing!this!as!‘coherence’,!or!pulling!
in! the! same! direction,! he! describes! it! as! a! ‘necessary! condition’! for!

























less! selective! perception! or! selective! memory! (Vennix,! 1996).! As!
!
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consensus! is! often! desired! for! complex! environmental! decision@making!
(Salmon,!Sundström!&!Zilliacus,!2005f!van!den!Belt,!2004)!and!may!be!the!





communication! (Argyris,! 1994)! discussed! in! Sections! 10.2! and! 11.5.!
Participants! described! satisfaction! with! the! number! of! people! who! were!










While! an! alignment! of! objectives! and! direction! was! often! noted,! subtle!
differences! in! how! these! might! be! achieved! remained.! One! participant!






common! goal! being! identified,! and! consequentially,! more! shared!
understanding! (see! section! 11.5).! It! is! also! a! step! toward! the! desired!
consensus! described! by! van! den! Belt! (2004).! However,! the! residual!























and! that! this!was!consistent!with!how! the!causal@loop!approach!worked.!
There!was!an!inherent!suggestion!that!the!Māori!world!view!was!well@suited!
to! deal! with! the! complexity! of! these! freshwater@management! issues.!
Another!participant!thought!that!the!causal@loop!approach!would!resonate!
strongly!with!iwi!at!a!community!level!because!it!would!work!well!with!the!
way! that! they!approached!decision@making.!This! is! the! first! time!that! this!
consistency! appears! to! have! been! identified,! and! reinforces! the! SD!
approach!as!a!useful!way!of!framing!complex!problems!in!the!NZ!context.!
Further! exploration! of! the! use! of! SD! thinking! with! iwi! or! within! iwi!




















in! the! 1960’s,! sought! to! understand! factors! that! enabled! dialogue! as!
opposed! to!discussion.!The!origins!of! the!word!discussion!are! related! to!





necessary! for! dialogue! to! occur:! participants! must! be! non@judgementalf!












projects! (Rangitāiki!River! and!Sawyers!Creek),! even! though! some!were!
there!as!part!of!their!job,!there!were!several!comments!that!talked!about!a!
‘commitment’! to! being! involved! and! a! ‘desire’! to! contribute! as! best! as!
possible,!in!line!with!the!standards!that!the!group!had!set!for!itself.!While!
the!group!in!the!first!project!benefited!from!having!already!worked!together!






























utility! of! the! broad! approaches! used! to! promote! interaction! in! a! GMB!





structured! interviews!and!ex/post! surveys)!was! that! of! increased2 shared2
understanding.!As!noted!at! the!beginning!of! this! thesis!(Section!1.2),! the!
identification! of! whether! SD! modelling! helps! increase! the! shared!
understanding!of!participants!is!a!key!objective!of!this!research.!
A!useful!guide!to!the!level!of!understanding!generated!by!human!interaction!













According! to! this!model,!common!knowledge!or!shared!understanding! is!
only!found!in!the!first!or! ‘open’!quadrant,! this! is!knowledge!that! is!known2
both2by2one’s2self2and2others.!Something!that!is!known2to2one’s2self2but2not2
to2others!is!known!as!‘hidden’!to!others!–!i.e.!it!is!something!that!a!person!






profiles,!based!on! the!patterns!of! interaction! that!he!observed.!While! the!
personality!profiles!that!he!generated!are!of!less!interest!here,!what!are!of!
interest!are!the!‘eleven!principles!of!change’!that!he!identifies.!One!of!these!
























considered! common,! understood! and! broadly! agreed! amongst! all!
participants!in!the!GMB!process!–!what!would!be!the!open2area!(#1)!in!the!














ideas! fail,! and! that! building! increased! understanding! forms! the! basis! for!
being! able! to! develop! team! learning.! Team! learning! leads! to! an! aligned!





Similar!goals! to! increasing!shared!understanding!are! likely! to!have!been!
motivations! in! the! growing! focus! on! stakeholder! involvement! in! NZ!
freshwater! decision@making! discussed! earlier! (Land! and! Water! Forum,!
2010f!Ministry! for! the!Environment,!2012b,!2014).! In! this!context,!shared!
understanding! is! key! to! developing! pragmatic! solutions.! The! following!
description! of! the! benefit! of! common! understanding! in! decision@making!





























1976),! structure! and! focused! conversation! (Stanfield,! 2000).! Having! an!
attitude2of2inquiry!(Vennix,!1996)f!being!non/judgemental!and!treating!other!
group! members! as! team2 members! (Senge,! 1990)! maximises! the!
opportunity! for! ‘double@loop’!communication!(Argyris,!1994)!to!occur.!The!
process!of!a!well@run!GMB!process!reduces!the!relative!size!of!the!‘blind!to’!
and! ‘hidden! from’! quadrants! for! each! participant! involvedf! therefore,!









2009).! The! ex/post! surveys! discussed! above! (Section! 7)! possess! the!
associated!issue!of!self@reporting!bias!(Scott!et!al.,!2016b).!Accordingly,!this!
thematic! analysis! provides! an! alternative! viewpoint.! The! research!
participants! had! a! wide! range! of! experiences! relating! to! the! shared!















Some!of! those!with!a!highly! technical!background!or!a!wide!exposure! to!



















parts!of! the!system!not! related! to! their! technical!knowledge,!an! indicator!
that!the!‘known!to!self’!quadrants!in!their!personal!Johari!window!models!
were! evolving! considerably,! a! necessary! pre@requisite! for! an! increase! in!
shared! understanding! (the! ‘open’! quadrant)! (Luft,! 1969).! This! was!













promoting! ‘double@loop’! communication! (Argyris,! 1994).! One! pākehā!
participant!(The!te!reo!Māori!term!usually!attributed!to!a!New!Zealander!of!
European! descent! is!pākehā2and! this! term! is! in! common! usage! in!New!
Zealand)!described!this!learning!thus:!“for!me!that!was,!and!I!suspect!the!
other!European!members!of!the!group,!that!was!quite!a!bit!of!a!revelation”,!













Overall,! there!were!a! range!of!comments! that!provided!evidence! that! for!
both! groups! there! was! an! increase! in! the! size! of! the! communal! ‘open!
quadrant’! (Luft,! 1969)! or! shared! understanding! of! the! system! being!
discussed.!Person!E!described!how!factors!and!subjects!were!brought!up!
that! had! not! been! covered! previously.! Person! M! described! how! their!
understanding! improved! “quite! a! bit”,! and! that! “the! flow@on! effects,! the!







and! ‘common’!when!describing! the! lessons!of! the!group!–!all!words! that!
relate!to!the!‘open’!quadrant!(Luft,!1969).!The!experience!was!alternatively!
described! as! improving! everybody's! ‘collective! understanding’,!
‘crystallising’!people’s!thinking!even!though!they!came!from!different!places!
and!points!of!view,!helping!grow!a! ‘holistic’!and! ‘broader’!view,!providing!
‘uplift’! to! the! collective! understanding! of! the! group! and! being! an!


















The! above! demonstrates! a! variety! of! experiences! of! the! participants!
involved.!While! some! participants! judged! that! their! understanding! of! the!
system! did! not! improve! dramatically,! the! extent! that! the! group!
understanding!was!seen!to!improve!is!evident,!thereby!enlarging!the!‘open’!
quadrant!in!the!Johari!Awareness!Model!(see!Figure!11.2).!One!participant!
even!described! the! experience! in!SD! terminology!when! they! said! that! it!
“synthesised”!the!“individual!parts!of!the!collective!whole”!(Person!P).!






(Vennix,! 1996),! non@judgement! and! respect! for! other! group! members!












they! portray! dependencies! and! relationships! among! participant’s!
objectives,!expertise,!decisions!and!actions!and!can!be!modified!by!input!
from!any!participant!(Black!&!Andersen,!2012).!It!is!argued!that!the!CLDs!
developed! in! this! research! can! act! as! boundary! objects! and! many!
comments!from!participants!appear!to!support!this!viewpoint.!!
Comments! regarding! the! visual! aspects! of! the! tools! were! moderately2
prevalent!across!the!data.!Those!that!supported!this!perspective!were!also!



































has! seen! the! emergence! of! two! broad! groups! –! those! focusing! more!
specifically!on!attempting! to!develop!micro@worlds!and! those! focusing!on!
using!models!as!abstract!tools!to!develop!trust!and!agreement!(Scott!et!al.,!
2016b).! The! latter! group! has! taken! a! deliberate!move! towards! involving!

















the! data! that! refer! to! the! group’s! understanding! being! ‘captured’! in! the!
output! and! the! fact! that! it,! to! an! extent,! reflected! them! or! that! they! felt!
‘connected’!to!it.!Most!comments!in!this!heading!were!made!with!reasonable!
forcefulness! (Owen,! 1984),! indicating! their! importance.! One! participant!
talked!about! the! ‘collective’!generation!of! the!output,!while!another!noted!
how!“we've!all!collaborated!on!creating! that! thing! [the!CLD].!So...! it's! the!













There!was!therefore!a! lot!of!evidence!to! indicate!that! there!was!a!strong!










understanding! the! “+”! and! “@“! signs! used! to! denote! the! direction! of!
relationships! in! CLDs.! Accordingly,! following! Sterman! (2000),! the! terms!
Same!and!Opposite!were!substituted!for!Positive!and!Negative!to!help!those!




























Describing! the! impact! of! relationships! on! variables! back! to! participants!
during! the!workshop!was! a! deliberate! tactic! to! ensure! their! polarity!was!
understood!and!properly!recorded.!For!example,!when!a!link!was!labelled!
by!the!group,!the!facilitator!usually!talked!the!group!through!it!and!posed!it!
as! a! question! –! “so,!more! of! this!will! lead! to! less! of! that?”.! This!was! a!
successful!strategy!in!practice!and!a!useful!demonstration!of!the!Facilitator!





















GMB! (Vennix,! 1996),! representing! too!much! on! a! single! CLD!may! only!
serve! to! confuse! and! overwhelm! people! (Sterman,! 2000).! This! potential!
pitfall!was!certainly!observed!in!both!projects!in!this!research.!At!the!end!of!
both!workshops,!participants!appeared!highly!satisfied!with!the!process!and!
the! understanding! they! had! generated! but,! at! the! same! time,! were!
overwhelmed! by! the! complexity! of! the! diagram! they! had! developed.!
Descriptions! of! the! two! diagrams! included! ‘bolognaise’,! ‘birds! nest’! or!
‘spaghetti!junction’,!and!many!participants!expressed!that!they!had!no!idea!
what!the!researcher!would!then!do!with!this!diagram!and!wished!him!‘good!
luck’! with! interpreting! it.! Key! lessons! arose! when! the! models! were!
presented!back!to!the!groups!and!they!had!the!opportunity!to!discuss!partial!
analysis! and! archetypes! in! the! second! workshop! (see! Section! 11.10).!
Nonetheless,! the! complexity! of! the! final! models! was! not! viewed! as! a!
limitationf! rather,! the!diagrams! themselves!can!potentially!be!considered!
















(2004),! and! building! each! in! turn.! A! much! clearer! understanding! of! the!
system!was!gained!by!participants!when!the!CLD!was!presented!back!in!





and! participants! generally! found! them! useful! and! of! interest.! This! was!
noticeably!more!so!on! the!second!project,!where! the!problem! focus!was!
much!more! specific! and! all! the! relationships! in! the!CLD,! bar! one,! were!
clearly!identified!as!either!Same!or!Opposite.!The!archetypes!were!useful!
because! participants! often! found! the! complete! CLD! overwhelming! (see!
Section! 11.9),! speaking! of! a!more! positive! reaction! to! a! partial! or!more!
focused!representation!of!the!overall!diagram.!Once!broken!down!into!parts,!
participants!spoke!of!the!CLD!being!‘useful’,! ‘meaningful’,! ‘making!sense’!
and! ‘being! put! in! context’.! One! person! noted! that! it! helped! make! the!
relationships!clearer,!even!though!the!subject!matter!had!been!discussed!
at!length!in!the!first!workshop!and!that!it!was!effectively!‘common!sense’.!






saying! @! it's! got!merit”! (Person!B).!This! same!person!also!described! the!
archetypes!as!‘a!bit!of!an!epiphany’!and!the!reverse!to!what!their!natural!
understanding! would! have! been.! This! seemed! to! reinforce! the! need! for!
more! time! to!help!participants!become!more!conversant!with! the!system!
thinking!approach.!
Others!spoke!of!the!clarity!around!relationships!within!a!system!that!came!




























Senge,! 1990f! Wolstenholme,! 1999f! 2003).! Some! participants! came! to!














































GMB! processes! are! believed! to! have! on! communication! within! groups!
(Rouwette!et!al.,!2002f!Scott!et!al.,!2016b).!!
Participants! expected! the! CLDs! or! parts! there@of! –! for! example,! the!
identified!archetypes!where!they!were!agreed!–!were!likely!to!be!beneficial!
for! communication.!Most! often,! the! comments! of! participants! referred! to!





not! yet! identified)! and! decision@makers! themselves,! such! as! senior!
management!and!councillors.!These!examples!could!be!defined!as!being!













to! the!public.!One!noted! that! literacy!and!overly@complicated!graphs!and!
images!were!often!a!barrier!to!the!general!public’s!understanding!of!issues,!
so! these! types! of! images! may! be! a! good! way! of! communicating! the!
complexity!of!situations.!Another!noted!that!the!causal!loop!approach!might!
























some! elements! of! the! process! and! considers! some! shortcomings! and!
possible!future!applications.!
12.1! Uncertainty!in!subject!matter!






















grasping,! that! “all! decisions! are! based! on! models,! and! all! models! are!
wrong.”!
The!bulk!of!comments!coded!here,!almost!exclusively!from!the!Rangitāiki!
workshop,! indicated! that! many! people! thought! that! the! CLD! could! be!
!
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developed! further.!Comments! included! that! it!needed! ‘more!detail’,! to!be!








with! insufficient! data.! There!was! an! appreciation! that!modelling!was! not!
reality:!“modelling's!great,!but!it!doesn't!always!truly!reflect!every!place!that!
you're!at”!(Person!A)!and!that!attempting!to!model!reality!was!difficult!and!
there!was! a! lack! of! data,! particularly! economic! and! social! data.!Several!
people! highlighted! the! desire! or! need! for! more! detail,! while! others!
recognised!that!this!pursuit!of!detail!would!eventually!have!to!be!drawn!to!a!















needed! to! be!made! and! there!will! always! be! some! level! of! assumption!





This! section! discusses! the! need! for! sufficient! time! and! good! time!
management.!








2004f! van! den!Belt! et! al.,! 2013)! to! several! years! in! length,! especially! if!
seeking!a!consensus!outcome!(van!den!Belt,!2004).!Key!determinants!of!
these! time! frames! are! the! nature! of! the! required! regulatory! response,!
resource!scarcity,!social!complexity!and!political!will.!
The! time! required! for! systems! thinking! to! become! accepted! by! decision!
makers!needs! to!be! incorporated!and!such!an!attitude!change!may! take!
some!time!(Forrester,!1961,!pp.!362@363f!Senge,!1990).!While!the!use!of!
concept! models! (i.e.! models! related! to! core! concepts,! but! not! richly!










not! like! being! ‘told’! an! answer,! much! preferring! to! develop! the! solution!
themselves!in!a!process!he!describes!as!‘process!consultation’!–!this!is!far!





the! resultant! CLD,! also! features! in! other! parts! of! this! analysis.! One!
participant!described!how!this!research!process!was!‘seeking’!information!
from,! rather! than! ‘telling’! information! to,! the! group! (Section! 10.2),! while!














people!also!noted! that! they! felt! that! they!had! run!out! of! time! in! the! first!
project!–!which!likely!reflects!the!lack!of!problem!focus!and!the!consequently!
ambitious!nature!of! the!discussion! in! that! project! (see!Section!0).!There!
was,!however,!an!acknowledgement!of! the! limited!cognitive!capacity!and!





the! time! available! was! used! both! effectively! and! efficiently.! Involving!








Various! participants! expressed! the! efficiency! of! the! process! and! their!
satisfaction!with!the!pace!of!the!workshops,!variously!describing!them!as!




















further! apart! for! the! first! project! than! for! the! second.! It! was! found!more!
beneficial!to!have!the!workshops!closer!together!than!further!apart,!as!some!
people!needed!reminding!of!some!of!the!detail!from!the!first!workshop!when!





SD! originated! from! organisational! research! in! the! post@war! period!
(Forrester,!2007)!and!the!versatility!of!its!application!can!itself!be!seen!in!
the! variety! of! ways! it! was! applied! by! the! discipline’s! founder,! Jay! W.!
Forrester.!His! application!of!SD!covered!management! issues! in! industry!






































rigourous! and! more! specific! insight! that! the! quantitative! methods! do!
(Sterman,! 2000f! Vennix,! 1996).! Given! the! limited! time! available,! the!
existence!of!quantitative!modelling!was!not!acknowledged!with!participants!
–! they!were!only! told!about!CLDs!to! limit! the! information! they!needed! to!
absorb! on! the! day.! Some! comments,! however,! indicated! that! some!




















was! observed,! it! was! with! reasonable! forcefulness! (Owen,! 1984).! This!
highlights! the! fact! that! when! it! was! noticed,! it! tended! to! reflect! the!
connection! in! the! participant’s! mind! between! the! elicitation! and!
development!of!understanding!as!a!group,!and! the!need! to!apply! this! to!
decision@making!as!a!group!at!a!later!stage.!This!is!a!demonstration!of!how!
the!CLD!approach!lays!a!good!foundation!for!the!group!to!understand!the!
relative! complexity! of! a! system,! while! at! the! same! time! beginning! to!
consider! issues!of! relative!weighting!within! the!system.!Further,! the!step!
towards! quantification! arises! from! the! group! itself,! in! a! natural! form! of!




the!main! reasons! that! quantitative!model! development! and! simulation! is!
outlined! as! important! in! the! literature! (Maani!&!Cavana,! 2007f!Sterman,!
2000f! Vennix,! 1996).! The! rigorous! development! and! testing! of! policy!
interventions!has!been!argued!as!a!key!benefit!of!SD,!and!a!limited!focus!





by! Luna@Reyes! et! al.! (2006),! was! an! original! objective! of! this! research.!
However,!this!study!has!identified!that!this!approach!poses!substantial!risk!
in! the!context!of!constrained!resources,!as! limited! time!frames!challenge!
the! capacity! for! stakeholders! to! understand! key! concepts! in! the!









Several! key! pieces! of! literature! stress! that! SD! modelling! is! best! when!
progressed! to! simulation! stage! to! test! policy! options! (Sterman,! 2000f!





1.! allowing!groups!or!council! staff! to!be!proactive!with! issues,! rather!
than!waiting!for!problem!symptoms!to!present!themselvesf!!
2.! helping!the!groups!or!councils!to!identify!key!policy!leversf!!
3.! reflecting! back! on! the! linkages! identified! when! considering! such!
policy!options!and!interventionsf!and!!
4.! helping!to!identify!the!key!variables!that!may!need!to!be!incorporated!










existing! NPS/FM2 2014! process.! This! hints! at! the! need! to! maintain!
participants’!agency2in!a!process!–!their!confidence!that!their!input!will!have2






















building2 a2 group2 AND2 a2 group2 model,! it! is! insightful! and! forceful!
nonetheless,! with! important! implications! for! the! application! of! GMB!
processes.! Participants! saw! the! versatility! of! the! GMB! process! for! use!
across!a!range!of!issues!and,!most!importantly,!there!was!a!strong!sense!






















The! geographical! scale! of! the! two! projects! were! quite! differentf! the!
Rangitāiki!is!one!of!the!largest!catchments!managed!by!the!BOPRC,!while!









on! a! specific! problem! or! not.! While! the! Rangitāiki! process! sought! to!








tools! as! a! problem2 structuring2 method! for! use! early! in! the! process! of!
!
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investigating!an! issue.!This!manifested! itself! in! two!main!ways.!The!CLD!
generated! from! the!more! focused! process! has! virtually! all! its! influences!
definitively!qualified!(99%!compared!to!56%).!Also,!the!insights!gained!from!
the!system!archetypes! that!were! identified!were!more!definitive!and! less!
reliant!on!part!of2an2influence!that!had!been!described.!!
The! level2 of2 aggregation! that! each! problem! dealt! with! was! itself! less!
influential! on! the! success! of! the! process! than! the! extent! to! which! that!
process!was!focused!on!a!specific!problem!or!not.!CLDs!have!been!shown!
to! be! useful! at! varying! scales!within! organisations! or! industries! (Senge,!
1990)! and! SD!modelling! has! a! demonstrated! usefulness! at! all! levels! of!
(dis)aggregation,! including! concept!models! (Booth! Sweeney! &! Sterman,!
2000),! parsimonious!models! (Ghaffarzadegan! et! al.,! 2011),! firm!models!
(Sterman,!2000f!Vennix,! 1996),! catchment!models! (van!den!Belt,! 2004),!
through!to!global!models!(Forrester,!1973f!Meadows!et!al.,!1974).!
It!was!also!found!that!the!process!was!successfully2run! in!both!instances!
with! a! minimum! of! only2 two2 people! (excluding! the! project! sponsor! or!




Responding! to! a! need! to! gather! data! through! methods! more! than! self@
reported!outcomes!(Scott!et!al.,!2016b),!mixed!methods!were!used!to!gather!
quantitative!and!qualitative!self@reported!data! in!a!post@workshop!surveyf!
and! undertake! thematic! analysis! on! the! transcripts! of! semi@structured!
follow@up!interviews.!
The! self@reported! data! indicated! not! only! very! high! levels! of! individual!
satisfaction! with! the! process,! but! also! that! the! process! had! helped! the!
group’s!shared!understanding!of!the!issues!and!that!the!output!(the!CLD)!
would!be!useful!to!the!group!in!the!future.!The!thematic!analysis!identified!







the! decision@making! processf! as! well! as! frustration! from! some! of! those!
involved! that! they!either!did!not! feel! that! their! views!were!being! (or! had!
been)!appreciated!or! from!a!direct!sense!of! frustration! from!dealing!with!
council!(currently!or!in!the!past).!It!was!felt!that!the!GMB!approach!was!a!
refreshing!change!as!it!was!a!simple!and!focused!process,!involving!a!small!
group!of! relevant! stakeholders.!More! importantly,! the! fact! that! the!group!
members!were!actively!involved!in!the!process,!it!was!participant!led!and!
independently!facilitated!were!all!very!positive!aspects!identified.!
The! groups! were! very! pleased! with! the! CLDs! (and! resulting! system!
archetypes)! that! they!produced!and! found! them!to!be!of!value.!Yet,! they!
also!viewed!the!resulting!shared!understanding!of!issuesf!the!insight!they!
gained!into!the!extent!that!they!had!perspectives!on!issues!and!the!impact!
that! the! process! had! on! the! dynamics! of! the! group! (e.g.! developing!




workshop)! and! useful! expenditure! of! time! and! resources,! the! need! for!






The! most! important! recommendation! is! for! any! application! of! a! GMB!
processes!to!be2problem2focused!–!the!GMB$process$should$be$used$to$
explore$ a$ problem,$ not$ to$ explore$ or$ test$ a$ possible$ scenario$ or$
solution.!This!problem!focus!was!found!to!be!the!factor!that!influenced!the!
outcome!of!the!two!projects!the!most.!While!CLDs!or!SD!may!themselves!









theory.! Even! the! use! of! CLDs! that! appear! simple! require! a! deep!










more!complex!SD!approaches!–! those! that! involve!dynamic!simulation!–!
remain! important! later! in! the! process,! through! providing! an! avenue! to!
explore! the! relative! weighting! of! key! relationships! within! a! system.! The!
shared!understanding!and!social!capital!generated!within!a!group!during!a!
GMB! process! focused! on! CLD! development! provides! an! important!
foundation! for! the! subsequent! construction! of! these! more! complicated!
frameworks.!
If!the!going!gets!tough!–!keep!going!
Freshwater! issues! in!New!Zealand!are!often! ‘wicked’! in!nature,! they!are!
complex! (both! biophysically! and! socially),! long@term,! involve! feedback!
(often!little!understood)!and!may!improve!or!degrade!from!any!number!or!
combination!of!actions!–!intentional!or!not.!Most!importantly,!they!are!highly!
emotive,!as!evidenced!by!the!high! level!of!constituent! interest.!Our! fresh!
!
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water! is! an! interwoven! part! of! our! social,! cultural,! environmental! and!
economic!wellbeing.!!
While!there!is!much!progress,!there!are!still!many!difficult!decisions!yet!to!
make!and!many!difficult!conversations!yet! to!be!had.!As! is! the!nature!of!




When! the! going! gets! tough! –! keep! going.! ‘Lean! in’! to! the! challenge,!
embrace!the!differences!of!opinions!and!explore!them,!because!these!are!
likely!to!be!signs!of!creative2tension!that!groups!can!choose!to!view!as!either!
an! opportunity! or! an! impediment! (Senge,! 1990).! If! an! endogenous2 SD!
perspective! is!applied! to! such!challenges,! it!will! highlight!where2within! a!
group! or! a! system! the! solution!may! lie! (Richardson,! 1999).!Groups! that!
actively!work! together! have!been!proven! to! produce!better! results! (Hall,!
1973),!and!people!are! far!more! likely! to!support!solutions! that! they!have!
generated! themselves! than! those! that! are! ‘prescribed’! or! ‘told’! to! them!
(Schein,! 1987,! 1988).! It! may! be! difficult,! but! with! appropriate! structure,!
facilitation,!and!adequate!time!can!make!a!real!difference!(Luft,!1969f!Hall,!





studies! taking! place.! This!was! further! compounded! by! the! fact! that! one!
project!was!more!problem! focused! in! its! intent! than! the!other,!making!a!
direct!comparison!of!results!difficult!without!acknowledging!the!possibility!of!
an!erroneous!case!study.!!






further! or! tested! at! subsequent! stages! of! problem! definition,! option!
generation!and!decision@making.!!
The!potential! impact! that! the!CLD!may!have!had!on!the!decision@making!
process!for!each!case!study!was!not!able!to!be!investigatedf!and!only!the!





would!provide! to! freshwater!decision@making!processes! in!New!Zealand,!
more!generally.!
An!application!of!the!same!approach!across!a!wider!range!of!case!studies!
would!be!beneficial.!This!would!enable! the!benefits!of! the!process! to!be!
tested!across!a!more!consistent!range!of!projects.!Factors!such!as!group!




Understanding! the! changes! in! participants’! mental! models! relating! to!
specific! freshwater! issues! through!pre@test/post@test!methods!would!be!a!
useful! contribution! to! this! field,! as!would! an! exploration! of! the! extent! to!
which!the!SD/systems!thinking!approach!might!align!with!the!Māori!world!
view.!












more! definitively,! as! a! way! of! guiding! the! potential! application! of! GMB!
processes!in!the!future.!
13.5! Final!words!
The! issues! facing! freshwater! resources!across!New!Zealand!are!diverse!




required! in! the! ‘toolbox’! for! helping! to! make! difficult! freshwater! policy!
decisions.! GMB! processes! focused! on! system! dynamics! principles! and!
CLD!modelling!have!a!key!part!to!play!within!that!toolbox.!This!research!has!
demonstrated!their!pragmatic!usefulness!in!the!nascent!stages!of!decision@
making! processes,! both! as! a! problem@structuring! method! and! a! way! of!
building! social! capital!within! diverse! groups! that! are! tasked!with!making!
difficult! decisions! in! highly@contested! environments.! In! combination! with!

























































































































































































































































































































































































A!brief! discussion!of! issues!of! sampling!and!validity!are!provided! in! this!
appendix.!
Sampling!




In! New! Zealand! responsibility! for! freshwater! policy! is! held! by! the! 16!
Regional! or! Unitary! Councils16.! These! organisations! respond! to! the!
direction!set!by!the!Central!Government!through!the!NPS/FM22014!(Ministry!
for!the!Environment,!2014).!Therefore,! the!decision@making!organisations!
of! interest! in! this! research! are! Regional! or! Unitary! Councils! and! this!
research!will!be!interested!in!the!views!from!a!range!of!people!within!the!
structure!of! these!organisations.! Iwi!organisations!are!stakeholders! in!all!










an!elected!Regional!Council! headed!by!a!Chairperson.!Each!of! these! is!
divided!into!a!range!of!smaller!districts!(sometimes!known!as!cities)!which!
also! each! have! their! own! elected!District! (or! City)! Council! headed! by! a!
Mayor.!Certain! responsibilities! for!both! levels!of!government!are!outlined!
under!the!RMA21991.!In!five!regions,!there!are!no!district!level!Councils!and!











random! sample! to! undertake! action! research!with! –! therefore! purposive!
sampling!will!be!undertaken!(Bryman!&!Bell,!2015).!
The! unit! of! analysis! also! needs! to! be! considered! and! as! a! variety! of!






and! temporal! element! to! the! development! of! freshwater! management!
policies!around!the!country.!Although!the!NPS/FM22014!has!been!in!place!
since! 2014,! some! councils! are! further! advanced! with! their! policy!
development! that! others.! Existing! personal! networks! within! regional!
councils!will!be!explored! to! identify!a!potential!sponsor(s)!and!project(s).!
The! eligibility! criteria! for! an! appropriate! sponsor(s)! and! project(s)! is!
therefore:!










projects! or! people! involved.! This! will! be! dependent! on! the! sponsoring!
regional!council!and!the!project!that!is!identified.!
Data!collection!
The!previous!section!outlined! the! logistics!of! the!sample,!some!eligibility!
criteria!and!issues!relating!to!the!sample!size.!This!section!will!deal!in!more!
detail!with! the! logistics! of! the! data! collection! process! including! research!
protocols,!procedures,!and!interview!questions.!
Data!collection!during!the!workshops!
The! researcher!and!will! keep!notes! from!each!workshop.!These!may!be!
supplemented!with!notes!taken!by!supporting!researchers,!council!staff,!or!
recordings!made!of!the!workshops.!
A! survey! of! participants! will! be! undertaken! at! the! end! of! the! workshop!
process.!
Interview!procedures!and!questions!










semi@structured! interview! questions! against!what! the! research! questions!
are! and! what! they! are! intended! to! find! out.! This! could! be! done! by! the!
researcher!or!may!be!able!to!be!completed!or!reviewed!by!a!supervisor!or!




people! involved! in! the!research!will!be!small!and! identified!via!purposive!
sampling,! this! will! not! be! able! to! be! scaled! up! continuously! as! random!
sampling! might.! The! information! gathered! from! the! semi@structured!
interviews!can!be! reflected!back! to!each!participant! (Yin,!2014)!as!each!





ensured.! As! external! validity! seeks! to! ensure! that! the! sample! can! be!
representative!of!all!people!that!the!sample!is!intended!to!represent,!the!fact!
that!it!is!purposively!sampled!will!ensure!that!this!is!the!case.!

















































2.! This! process! helped! has! helped!me! to! learn!more! about! our!
freshwater!system!









































































6.! If!you!agreed!with! the!statement! in!Q5,!why!do!you! think! the!
diagram! developed! today! will! useful! in! the! future?!














































•! Freshwater! policy! project(s)! that! interviewee! is,! has! been! or!
expects!to!be!involved!in!
•! How! the! interview! was! undertaken! (in! person! face@to@face,! via!
Skype,!over!the!telephone).!
Interviewer!instructions!
•! Ensure! that! interview! is! digitally! recorded! per! a! pre@determined!
format!(yet!to!be!determined).!This!file!will!need!to!be!saved!to!a!
central!project!repository!and!saved!at!the!soonest!convenience.!
•! Interviewer! to!also! take!notes! in! the! interview,! in!case! there!are!






































































































The! purpose! of! this! project! is! to! understand! the! impact! that! building! a!
Causal! Loop! Diagram! as! a! group! might! have! on! a! group’s! shared!
understanding!of!the!freshwater!issue!or!problem!that!they!are!seeking!to!
address.!
Causal! Loop! Diagrams! use! systems! thinking! to! improve! participants!
understanding! of! the! overall! economic! system! of! which! freshwater!
management!is!a!part.!This!approach!will!focus!on!the!synthesis2rather!than!
analysis! of! an! overall! system.! This! is! expected! to! increase! participants!
understanding!of!the!wider!economic!context!of!this!system. 











The! researcher! is!working! in!conjunction!with! [Council]! to!undertake! this!
research.!They!are!seeking!to!identify![project!nature] 
What!will!you!have!to!do!and!how!long!will!it!take?!!
As! a! participant,! you!will! be! required! to! attend! 1@2!workshops! (each! no!
longer!than!1!day).!This!will!be!a!deliberative!process!involving![group].!This!















may! be! the! outcome! of! the! research.! While! the! workshop! notes! and!










































I! also! understand! that! I! am! free! to! withdraw! from! the! study! before! the!
workshop![date].!I!am!also!free!to!decline!to!answer!any!questions!in!the!
follow@up!interviews!of!the!research.!




























The!personal!safety!of! research!participants! is!of!primary!concern! to! the!
researcher.!Fortunately,!the!nature!of!the!research!does!not!mean!that!any!
participants!are!likely!to!be!in!situations!or!involved!in!processes!that!pose!






























other! people! (e.g.! a! café),! to! ensure! that! the! interviewee! does! not! feel!
isolated.!
A! permission! form! will! be! developed! for! participants! to! sign! before!
qualitative!research!commences.!Any!data!collected!will!only!be!used!for!
the! purposes! of! the! research! and! the! agreement! will! outline! that! the!
researcher! (and! supervisors)! will! be! the! only! people! who! can! view! the!
information.!The!researcher!will!only!use! the!data! for! this! research.!Only!
broad! statistical! inferences! will! be! drawn! from! the! data! relating! to!
participants! (e.g.! demographics)! and! research! results! will! only! be!
disaggregated! to! a! level!where! there! are!more! than! 5! units!within! each!
category!that!is!reported.!This!will!ensure!that!the!anonymity!of!participants!
is! retained! and! may! not! be! inferred! from! a! reading! of! the! results.! The!
researcher!will!also!use!the!data!to!contact!the!participants!and!undertake!
purposive!sampling!of! them! to!determine!who!should!be! in! the! interview!
sub@sample.!


















researcher! and! an! opportunity! for! the! interviewee! to! provide! their! own!
pepeha.!The!researcher!will!provide!the!interviewee!with!the!opportunity!to!


















This!section!will!summarise!potential! limitations! that!have!been! identified!
for!the!study.!Two!main!areas!of!limitation!are!identified!and!these!relate!to!
sampling! and! the! potential! confusion! around! the! understanding! of! SD!
before!the!action!research!begins.!






and! it! is! hoped! that! a! high! level! of! individualised! contact! with! possible!
participants!will!encourage!as!strong!a!response!as!possible.!!
Secondly,! the! results! of! the! research! may! be! affected! by! participants’!
confusion!around!what!SD!is!–!certainly!at! least!at!the!early!stage!of!the!
research,!before!the!decision!conferencing!has!been!undertaken.!



















and!before!applying! it! to! the!case!studies! in! this! research,! it!was!piloted!




















A! varied! cross@section! of! participants! was! deliberate! as! it! provided! an!
opportunity!to!test!how!different!people!reacted!to!the!methodology,!as!well!




a!process!might!well!be!expected! to!have! (Ministry! for! the!Environment,!
2012a,!2012b,!2014f!Salmon,!2012)!and!provide!useful!insights.!
Structure!of!the!process!
The! process! was! run! in! accordance! with! the! Luna@Reyes! et! al.! (2006)!
process,!albeit!within!a! truncated! time! frame!of!half!a!day! instead!of!1@2!
days.!The!objective!of!the!trial!was!not!to!build!a!working!simulation!model,!
but!rather!to!determine!how!well!participants!might!respond!to!each!script!
that! was! planned! for! use.! The! length! of! the! trial! run! was! therefore!
considered! appropriate.! The! structure! of! the! workshop! is! outlined! in!


































The! researcher! introduced! himself! with! a! pepeha! (a! Māori! introduction!
broadly!establishing!the!identity!and!heritage!of!the!speaker)!and!provided!







(2006)! and! listed! in! Sciptapedia18! (Hovmand! et! al.,! 2013).! Only! slight!
procedural!modifications!were!made.! Firstly,! the! facilitator! used! different!
coloured!paper!for!people!to!write!their!hopes!(green!paper)!and!fears!(red!












18 ‘Scriptapedia’ is a creative commons collection of GMB ‘scripts’ 












on! for! approximately! 20!minutes! and! talked! about! a! range! of! things! as!
outlined!below.!
It!started!with!a!brief!description!of!the!research!being!undertaken!and!how!
this!would!work! alongside! a! live! project! being! undertaken! by! a! sponsor!
council.!This!was!followed!by!a!brief!outline!of!what!economics!was!from!
the!point!of!view!of!the!researcher.!Whilst!this!was!a!summary,!it!made!the!




The! concept! of! CLDs! was! then! introduced! to! the! group! and! a! simple!
example!was!presented!and!described!in!the!style!of!Peter!Senge!(1990).!
This! was! presented! in! two! forms,! firstly! only! with! connectors/links,! and!
secondly! with! the! connectors/links! annotated! as! being! either! positive! or!













1994f! 2000).! Secondly,! time! was! specifically! devoted! to! describing! the!
concept!of!stocks!and!flows!–!as!this!is!considered!a!key!concept!in!the!SD!
approach! (Sterman,!1994)!and! the! researcher!wanted! to!ensure! that! the!
participants! were! comfortable! with! it.! The! latter! is! particularly! important!
given! that! the! Luna@Reyes! et! al.! (2006)! framework! is! based! on! the!
development!of!a!quantitative!stock@and@flow!model.!
A!concept!model!relating!to!the!problem!that!the!group!was!there!to!consider!
was! then! presented! as! a! way! of! initiating! discussion! in! the! form! of! SD!
models.!The!concept!model!was!developed!by!the!researcher!and!is!shown!






determined! variables! at! all! in! the! GMB! process,! thus! ensuring! that! all!














the!concept!of!CLDs,!the!concept!of! the!polarity!of! the! links/relationships!
(being!either!positive!or!negative)!took!a!little!explaining!for!all!participants!
to! understand.! The! participant!who!was! from!a! highly@technical,!medical!
background! struggled! for! some! time! with! the! concept! of! positive! and!
negative! relationships! in!CLDs.!This!would!appear! to! be!because! in! the!
scientific!world!a!positive!relationship!is!qualitative!in!relation!to!the!result!
achieved!(a!certain!type!of!result!may!be!desirable!and!therefore!a!good!
thing!and! therefore!a!positive! relationship),!whereas! in! the!mathematical!
sense!it! is! in!relation!to!the!trend!of!the!variables!(if!variable!A! increases!
then!this!will!mean!that!variable!B!also2increases,!therefore!this!is!a!positive!





benefit@cost!analysis.!Part!of! this!workshop! introduced!participants! to! the!
!
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After! explaining! the! CLD,! the! researcher! talked! about! the! structure! of!
simulation!models!and!how!these!differed!slightly!from!CLDs.!For!example,!
a! variable! that! might! only! require! a! single! node! to! be! represented!
adequately! in!a!CLD!might! require!one!stock,!one! flow!and!at! least!one!
connector!in!a!SD!model.!Participants!responded!well!to!explanations!of!the!















concept! of!CLDs.! The! researcher! co@delivered! this!workshop! across! the!
country!many!times!and!at!every!workshop!there!was!usually!at!least!one!
person! whom! had! challenges! with! understanding! the! polarity! of!
relationships! in! a! CLD.! It! is! thought! that! this! is! because! usually! the!






discussion,! which! proved! to! be! confusing! for! the! participants.! The!
explanation! of! both! concepts! was! too! ambitious! and! confusing! for!
participants!within!the!limited!time!available.!
The!next!step!was!to!introduce!an!example!stock!and!flow!simulation!model!
























As! the! group! progressed! into! using! the! scripts! generated! for! eliciting! a!
simulation! model,! they! had! a! good! understanding! of! the! concepts! of!
simulation!models,! as!discussed.!However,! they!were!more! familiar!with!










is! outlined! below.! This!was! used! in! the! process! of! identifying! variables,!
behaviours!and!the!structure!of!their!relationships.!The!question!is:!







included! in! Scriptapedia! 4.0.6! (Hovmand,! et! al.,! 2013)! with! minor!
modification.!Participants!were!given!5!minutes! to! list!as!many!variables!




were!most! important!while! the! facilitator!wrote! these! down! on! pieces! of!
paper!and!collected!them!on!a!piece!of!material!to!which!an!adhesive!had!
been!applied!and!that!had!been!placed!on!a!wall!(i.e.!a!“sticky!wall”).!In!the!
Luna@Reyes!et!al.! (2006)! script,! one!variable!was!shared!at!a! time! from!
each!participant! in! turn! so! that! those! that!were!most! important! could!be!
identified.!For!reasons!of!expediency,!in!this!pilot!workshop!each!participant!
took! turns! sharing! three! variables! (instead! of! one@by@one)! until! all!





themselves! or! others),! a! vote! was! taken! to! identify! the! most@important!
variables.!This!was!done!by!providing!5!votes!to!each!participant!initially!to!
allocate! around! any! of! the! variables! that! the! participants! saw! fit.! The!
facilitator!noted!that!more!sets!of!5!votes!would!be!allocated!in!turn!until!the!
group! felt! that! there! was! a! clear! indication! of! what! the! most@important!
variables!were.!Overall,! this! process! required! two! sets! of! 5! votes! to! be!
allocated! before! the! group! judged! the! most@important! variables! to! have!























































modelling:2 A2 systems2 dynamics2 approach2 to2 environmental2 consensus2


































Positive!outcomes! that!were!observed! from! this! script!were! that! the! two!
groups! produced! similar! reference! modes! for! some! of! the! variables!
(Appendix!Figure!9).! It! is!worth!noting,!however,! that! these!were!usually!
formed! in!relation! to!variables!(‘water!quality’!and! ‘water!quantity’)!where!
there!is!likely!to!already!have!been!an!aligned!level!of!knowledge!between!
the!two!technical!attendees!from!council!–!who!were!in!separate!pairs.!!
It!was!also!difficult! to!determine! reference!modes! for!some!variables,!as!
shown!in!Appendix!Figure!10.!This!was!due!to!the!variable!containing!many!
























Using! a! document! projector22,! the! modeller! drew! the! system! as! it! was!
developed!by!the!group.!This!graphic!was!projected!onto!the!screen!from!
where! the! facilitator! coordinated! the! discussion.! Starting! with! the! most@
important! variables! identified! by! the! voting! undertaken! earlier,! a! given!
process!was!followed:!
4.! Each!variable!was!drawn!on!the!system!diagram.!
5.! The! variable! was! identified! as! a! stock,! flow,! or! other! influencing!
variable.!
6.! Connections!were!drawn!between!it!and!other!variables.!
As! this! script! progressed,!a!picture!of! the!system!was!gradually!built! up!
Appendix!Figure!11.!The!final!model!is!shown!in!Appendix!Figure!12.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!






























































What is the relationship between water availability, water quality and the use of water by business
across the Waikato region? 
Partial (incomplete) output from a trial
run of a system dynamics workshop run













the! diagram! led! to! an! ongoing! discussion! with! regards! to! the!
interdependency! of! various! elements! within! the! system.! This! was!much!
more! difficult! to! document! and! would! only! have! been! possible! if! it! was!
recorded!or! someone!was!present! to! transcribe!–! like! the! ‘recorder’! role!
described!in!Richardson!and!Andersen!(1995).!Nevertheless,!it!was!highly!
valuable! in! terms! of! promoting! group! learning,! given! that! people! from! a!
range!of!backgrounds!discussed!their!individual!thoughts!in!a!constructive!




consistent! with! the! high@quality! group! communication! that! is! intended! in!
GMB! (van! den! Belt,! 2004)! and! has! been! reported! in! previous! GMB!
processes!(Scott!et!al.,!2016b).!This! is! likely! to!be!a!result!of! the!type!of!
double@loop!communication!described!by!Argyris! (1994)! that! the!process!




–! was! trialled! here.! As! the!model! was! not! built! up! in! strict! ‘sectors’,! as!
suggested!by!van!den!Belt!(2004),!it!was!difficult!to!know!when!new!layers!
should!be!added.!The!modeller!found!this!challenging!to!work!with!given!the!





















•! Understanding! the! polarity! of! relationships! in! CLDs! as!
quantitative!and!not! qualitative!was!difficult.!Sterman! (2000)!has!
noted!the!alternate!use!of!‘same’!(positive)!and!‘opposite’!(negative)!
terminology! to! indicate! the! polarity! of! relationships! and! this!
terminology!may!be!less!confusing!than!the!‘+’!or!‘@'!signs,!as!used!
here!and!in!many!previous!causal@loop!applications.!
•! The! key! variables! defined! in! the! focus! question! should! be!
assumed! as! variables! in! the!model.! In! this! workshop,! they! were!
identified!as!the!two!top!variables!during!the!variable!elicitation!script!
–! this! would! seem! obvious! and! may! have! come! at! the! cost! of!
prioritising!other!important!variables.!
•! The!use!of!the!document!projector!was!a!success!while!the!use!
of! acetate! layers! for! drawing! the! model! in! layers! was!





•! Participants! struggled! with! the! concept! and! act! of! determining!
reference! modes.! Not! all! variables! identified! were! necessarily!
variables! that!HAD! a! reference!mode,! or!were!made! up! of!many!
variables! with! different! reference! modes,! or! the! same! variable!
presented! differently! in! different! geographic! areas!within! the! area!





variables.! More! focus! can! then! be! applied! to! developing! an!
understanding!of!the!rest!of!the!system!in!attempting!to!explain!these!
behaviours.!
•! When! brainstorming! variables,! it! is! necessary! to! ensure! people!
focus!at!as!high!a!level!of!aggregation!as!possible.!This!will!help!
to! ensure! that! a! succinct! number! of! variables! is! attained.! This! is!
important! because! time! constraints! will! limit! the! opportunity! to!
explore!a!high!number!of!variables,!as!observed!in!this!pilot.!
•! Too!many!concepts!were!introduced!to!the!participants!for!them!
to! understand! in! the! introduction! session.! It! was! difficult! for!
participants!with!no!prior!knowledge!of!SD!to!learn!the!language!of!
BOTH! CLD! and! stock! and! flow! model! architecture.! Further,! two!
example!models!were!introduced!–!an!example2model!that!was!not!
related! to! freshwater!and!a!concept!model! that!was.!The!process!
described!by!Luna@Reyes!et!al.!(2006)!only!had!one!concept!model!
and!so!my!use!of!two!likely!confused!the!participants!who!were!trying!
to! absorb! two! different! technical! subjects! and! understand! the!
differences!in!technical!language!between!CLD!and!stock!and!flow!
simulation!modelling.!
•! The! regionJwide! approach! was! problematic! for! this! example.!
Participants! struggled! with! generalised! ‘behaviours’! or!






higher! level! of! geographic! disaggregation! may! be! required! in!
freshwater! applications,! highlighting! potential! issues! with!





the!GMB!process! in! the!Rangitāiki! catchment,!where! they!were!working!
through!an!NPS/FM22014!process!to!identify!values!and!set!objectives!for!
water! quality! and! limits! for! contaminant! loss! from! point! and! non@point!
sources.!An!initial!meeting!with!BOPRC!staff!was!undertaken!to!explain!the!




workshop.! One! benefit! of! this! approach! was! that! it! would! ensure! that!
support!staff!were!more!aware!of!what!was!going!to!happen!on!the!day.!!
This!was!mainly!the!same!as!the!first!pilot!application,!but!with!some!minor!
modifications.! Building! on! the! experience! of! the! first! pilot! workshop,! the!
following!amendments!were!made!and!sought!to!be!tested:!









•! No!explanation!of!a!CLD!would!be!provided! in!the! introduction.!




This!process!was! run!with!a!group!of! eight! people! in!November!2016!–!
again! running! for! around! 3.5! hours.! The! group! consisted! of! eight! staff!
members,!all!of!whom!were!experienced!in!dealing!with!freshwater!issues!
from!different!perspectives.!The!participants!varied!depending!on!whether!



















































The!hopes!and! fears!exercise!was!run! the!same!way!as! in! the! first! test.!
Participants!were!asked! to!provide!one!hope!and!one! fear,!each!colour@
coded! to!a!green!(hope)!or! red! (fear)!piece!of!paper! respectively.!These!
were! collectively! placed! on! the! sticky! wall! and! the! participants! briefly!
explained!what!their!hopes!and!fears!were.!





While! this!script! remained!the!same,! the!content!of! the!presentation!was!











of! a! bank! account! with! a! regular! deposit! being! made! into! it! and! no!
withdrawals.! The! model! architecture! was! described! and! explained!



























gatekeeper! and! the! facilitator! in! preparation! for! the! workshop.! The!
gatekeeper!was!keen!to!explore!participants’!understandings!of!how!they!
saw! different! parts! of! a! system! being! connected.! Initially! outlined! in! the!
introduction,!this!was!now!restated!more!clearly!as:!





many! factors! as! they! could! think!of! and! then! they!were! shared!with! the!
group! three! at! a! time,! gradually! building! up! a! total! list! of! parts.! The!
difference!with!how! this!was!done,!compared! to! the! first! script,!was! that!
instead!of!using!the!sticky!wall,!the!variables!were!collated!on!a!whiteboard.!
A!larger!number!of!variables!were!elicited!relative!to!the!first!pilot,!a!total!of!
35! variables! were! identified! with! some! containing! sub@sets.! Some!
discussion!was!then!held!and!those!‘parts’!(variables)!that!could!be!clearly!
agreed!as!stocks!were!identified!–!a!total!of!seven!were!identified.!A!voting!








































































number!of! variables!were!elicited,!which! is! to!be!expected! from!a! larger!
group.!Yet,! the!number!did!not!directly!correlate! to! the! increase! in!group!
size!–!the!group!was!twice!the!size,!while!the!list!of!variables!was!only!one@
and@a@half!times!larger.!This!suggests!that!while!participant!numbers!may!
increase! the! collective! knowledge! of! a! system! contained! within! a! given!

















and! definition! which! the! time! frame! of! the! pilot! workshop! did! not! allow.!
Examples!of! this! included! ‘certainty’!–!understood! to!have! related! to! the!
certainty!of!the!legal!and!policy!environments,!and!‘wants/needs/desires’!–!
understood! to! have! described! how! the! community! might! describe! their!
social!and!economic!drivers.!
While!this!process!of!eliciting!as!many!variables!as!the!participants!could!
think! of! was! useful,! it! appeared! to! overwhelm! the! participants! with! the!
complexity!of!the!situation.!While!they!could!be!seen!to!be!developing!an!








stock! and! flow!model,! yet! feedback! indicated! that! it! had! the!unintended2










highlighted! the!challenge!of! introducing!a!group! to!SD!and!attempting! to!
achieve! a! workable! dynamic! model! of! a! complex! system! within! such! a!
limited!time!frame.!













seeking! to! test! an! alternative! group! approach,! this! session! sought! to!
develop!reference!modes!through!group!discussion.!This!was!performed!on!
a! whiteboard,! while! the! group! discussed! how! they! perceived! certain!
variables!had!and!would!continue!to!‘behave’!and!this!was!sketched!on!a!
graph!until! there!was!a!high! level!of!agreement!amongst! the!group.!This!















other! variables! contained! within! them! and! these! proved! challenging! to!
describe!behaviours!for.!One!example!of!this!was!land!use,!where!it!was!










how! these!should!be!defined!and! represented.! It!also!became!clear! that!
some!participants!were!struggling!to!see!how!this!exercise!would!fit!into!the!
overall!model!that!was!being!developed.!In!effect,!they!were!beginning!to!
become! overwhelmed! with! technical! detail! and! the! complexity! of! the!













used! for! stocks,! yellow! for! flows!and!green! for! other! influencing! factors.!
Shredded!paper!or!string!was!used!to!draw!the!connections.!This!method!
was!drawn! from! the!perceived!positive! response! that! respondents! in! the!
first!pilot!had!to!the!interactive!nature!of!the!sticky!wall!when!brain!storming!












The! sticky! wall! was! found! to! be! highly! interactive,! but! also! highly!
problematic.!While!the!colour@coding!of!the!paper!was!useful,!the!physical!
need!to!place!the!paper!on!the!wall!detracted!from!the!facilitators!ability!to!
moderate! the! discussion.! Part! way! through! the! exercise,! one! of! the!
participants! began! helping! the! researcher! by! placing! the! paper! and!
connections,!effectively!taking!the!role!of!the!modeller.!While!this!was!useful!






























flow to biodiversity flow from biodiversity flow of people outflow of people in
flow of water outflow of water in











they! worked! as! a! system! was! harder! for! participants! to! grasp.!
Research!has!shown!that!while!the!concepts!of!stocks!and!flows!are!








and! so! by! the! end! of! the! workshop,! once! freshwater! had! been!
introduced,! there! were! three! diverse! topics! that! participants! were!
required!to!reflect!on!the!dynamic!behaviour!of.!




of! aggregation! and! geographic! diversity! were! key! issues! that!















•! A! huge! number! of! variables! were! elicited! at! varying! levels! of!
resolution.! Only! allowing! participants! a! limited! number! of!
variables!when!generating! ideas!might! help!manage! this,!while!
ensuring!participants!also! focus!on! those!most! important! to! them.!
The! literature! does! not! provide! guidance! on! the!most! efficient! or!
effective! number! of! variables! that! should! be! generated! as! this! is!









































1.! Participants!are!given!several!sheets!of!paper! in!each!colour! the!
facilitator!explains!that!they!will!be!writing!their!hopes!and!fears!for!
the!project!and!then!sharing!them!with!the!group.!
2.! The! facilitator! states! which! colour! represents! hopes! and! which!
represents!fears.!
3.! In!a!round@robin!fashion,!each!participant!then!reads!one!fear!and!













































get! an! amended! Concept! Model! (second! version).! The! added!






icons! that! will! be! used,! maps! can! be! quantified! and! simulated,!

















































6.! The! facilitator! asks! the! participants! to! prioritize! the! variables! by!
simple! voting! mechanisms.! Individuals! can! vote! for! as! many!
variables!as! they!want.!The!number!of!votes! for!each!variable! is!
also!written!down!on!the!board.!
7.! The!facilitator!makes!a!summary!of!the!variables!on!the!board,!while!





































•! Recorder! to! document! the! session!and!photograph! the! clustered!
graphs!
Steps:!













including! hoped! for! behaviour,! expected! behaviour,! and! feared!
behaviour!on!the!same!graph.!








































•! Modelling! team! can! begin! to! see! key! stocks! and!
perhaps!important!feedback!loops.!

























1.! During! the! break! after! the! reference! mode! elicitation! script,! the!
modelling! team! selects! a! couple! of! key! behaviours! from! the!
reference!mode!elicitation!exercise.!
2.! The! facilitator! starts! the! structure! elicitation! by! suggesting! two!
stocks.! The! facilitator! explains! that! these! stocks! are! initial!
simplifications!of!the!system.!
3.! The!facilitator!asks!the!group!to! identify! the!variables!that!help!to!
open!or!close!the!faucet!of!these!two!stocks.!Participants!suggest!






asks! the! group! to! add! further! causal! explanations,! stressing! the!
importance!of!selective!thinking!about!causality!with!the!purpose!of!









Purpose:! To! summarise! dynamic! insights! and! stories! told! by! the!
group.! It! also! allows! for! clarification! of! fuzzy! ideas! or!


















discussion.!Diagrams! and! nots! are! usually! captured! in! overhead!
transparencies!using!markers!of!different!colours.!






feedback,! and! continuous! confirmation! of! the! adequacy! of! the!
diagram!as!a!representation!of!the!group!thinking.!




















et!al.! (2006)!while!others!have!been!modified,!often! in!only! the!minutiae!


































5.! The! facilitator!actively! involves! the!group! in! the! identification!of!

























1.! Participants! are! given! one! piece! of! paper! in! each! colour.! The!
facilitator!explains!that!they!each!will!be!writing!down!one!hope!and!
one!fear!for!the!project!and!then!sharing!them!with!the!group.!









5.! Recorders!write! down! the! hopes! and! fears! in! the! session! notes,!












1.! This! is! no! longer! an! interactive! demonstration! of! both! model!
architecture! AND! dynamic! behaviour! that! elicits! additional!
structure,!but!only!a!demonstration!of!CLD!architecture.!!






















1.! The!presenter! draws!on!a!whiteboard!or! builds!up! in! successive!
presentation! slides! the! concept! CLD,! demonstrating! the! two!
elements!of!variables2and2links.!
2.! The!concept!of!feedback!loops!is!explained!as!the!model!is!built!up.!
Ideally! the! Concept! CLD! provides! an! example! of! the! counter@
intuitive!behaviour!of!systems.!For!example,!an!increase!in!variable!
A!has!a!positive!effect!on!both!variables!B!and!C,!yet!variables!B!



















4.! The! facilitator!actively! involves! the!group! in! the! identification!of!
clusters! of! variables! identified,! both! by! encouraging! them! to!
physically!stand!around!the!sticky!wall!when!placing!items!on!it,!
and! by! actively! eliciting! the! groups! help! in! observing! what!
variables!may!be!grouped!in!the!same!clusters.!





















1.! The! facilitator! gives! each! participant! sheets! of! blank! paper! and!
markers.!











first! of! highest! importance,! the! second! of! lesser! importance.!
Participants!are!asked!to!mark!all!three!of!their!‘higher’!importance!
factors!with! the!number! “1”! in! the! top!corner!and!all! three!of! the!
‘lesser’!importance!factors!with!the!number!“2”!in!the!top!corner.!
6.! The!facilitator!asks!the!group!to!take!their!‘top!three’!factors!and!as!








each! cluster.! When! a! variable! name! is! open! to! several!
interpretations,!the!facilitator!works!with!the!group!to!develop!a!brief!





The$ above$ process$ can$ be$ repeated$ with$ the$ remaining$
variables$(marked$with$a$number$‘2’).$The$decision$on$whether$
to$do$this$now$or$at$a$later$stage$in$the$workshop$depends$on$
how$confident$ the$ facilitator$ is$ that$ the$group$will$be$able$ to$




wall! using!a! simple! voting!mechanism.!The! facilitator! can!decide!
whether!the!number!of!votes!can!be!limited!(e.g.!5!per!person)!or!
unlimited.! The! number! of! votes! for! each! variable! is! also! written!
down!on!the!variable!name.!
9.! The!facilitator!makes!a!summary!of!the!variables!on!the!wall!while!









































reference! mode! of! behaviour.! Remind! the! group! of! the! list! of!
variables!elicited!before.!Place! the! list!of!variables! in!such!a!way!
that! it! is! visible! to! the! group! of! participants.! Write! the! problem!
variable!in!the!centre!of!a!white!board!or!blackboard.!!
7.! Build!the!model!by!steps!a,!b!and!c!below!(cf.!Vennix,!1996:!120).!!
a.! Ask! participants! which! variable! from! the! collected! list! cause!





proposed! relation.! If! someone! disagrees,! ask! for! clarification!








b.! After! spending! some! time! doing! this,! proceed! to! the!
identification! of! consequences! of! changes! in! the! problem!
variable.!!!













Improvement! in! quality! of! communication,! insight,!
consensus!on!the!problem!and!commitment!with!regard!to!
resulting!actions.!!
*! The!Scriptapedia$ 4.0.6! entry! refers! to!manual! (paperJbased)! and! software! (e.g.!






















the!Rangitāiki! river!entering!the!Bay!of!Plenty! to! the!west!of!Whakatāne.!














they! had! sought! to! explore! how! CLDs! might! be! incorporated! into! their!
freshwater@management!work.!Further,!when!contacted!by!the!researcher,!
they!had!not!long!started!a!process!that!was!to!develop!values,!objectives!
and! limits! for! freshwater! in! the! Rangitāiki! catchment! in! response! to! the!













areas!of!Boddytown!and!Greymouth!before! joining! the!Grey!River!a! few!
hundred!metres!before!is!discharges!into!the!Tasman!Sea.!The!headwaters!






The2 approximate2 area2 of2 the2 Sawyers2 Creek2 catchment2 is2 shown2 on2 the2 above2
topographical2from2https://www.topomap.co.nz.2Accessed2on2292May22017.2
The!West!Coast!Regional!Council! (WCRC)!were! keen!use! the! research!
process!to!help!understand!the!issue!of!E.2coli!contamination!in!Sawyers!
Creek.!As!the!E.2coli!levels!in!that!creek!fail!the!National!Bottom!Lines!for!
E.2 coli! outlined! in! the! National2 Policy2 Statement2 for2 Freshwater2







was! not! yet! any! existing! strategy! or! programme! of! work! developed! to!
address! it.! This! provided! an! excellent! opportunity! to! apply! the! GMB!
approach.!
The!workshop!groups!
The! previous! section! provided! an! overview! of! the! two! projects! in! the!
research.!This!section!provides!an!overview!of!the!two!groups!involved!in!
the!workshops.!
Purposive! sampling! was! used,! which! is! non@randomised! sampling! that!




To! help! develop! and! implement! the! values,! objectives! and! limits! for! the!
NPS/FM2 2014! in! the! Rangitāiki! catchment,! the! BOPRC! established!
Rangitāiki!Freshwater!Futures!Community!Group!in!November!2015.!This!







b)! what! date! they! would! be! able! to! attend! the! first! workshop.! BOPRC!
managed! the! invitations! that!were! sent! to! all! attendees,! coordinated! the!
responses!and!chose!a!date!where!a!good!cross!section!of!people!from!the!




During! planning! for! the!workshop,! it! was! obvious! that! they! took! care! to!













To!help!explore! the! issue!of!E.2 coli! contamination! in!waterways,!WCRC!
gathered! a! collection! of! representative! stakeholders! together! for! the!
workshop.! No! existing! group! had! yet! been! formed! and! so!WCRC! staff!
identified!stakeholders!of!interest!who!they!believed!would!better!help!them!
understand!the!problem,!and!whose!support!may!be!required!to!implement!
any! solution! identified.! This! approach! is! seen! to! be! consistent! with!
purposive! sampling! (Bryman! &! Bell,! 2015).! Again,! the! council! took!
responsibility!for!identifying!and!coordinating!all!stakeholders,!although!the!





from! the! catchment! who! was! also! a! part@time! farm! manager! for! small!
landholdings!in!the!catchment.!While!this!number!is!around!the!minimum!
suggested! for! a! GMB! process! (van! den! Belt,! 2004f! Vennix,! 1996),!
comments!analysed!in!the!thematic!analysis!(Section!10.3)!indicated!that!












less! aware! of! the! time! required! to! analyse! the! CLD! in! between! the!















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.! Most( influencing(and(most( influenced(variables:!A!quantitative!




4.! !Analysis( for( system( archetypes:! The! CLDs! were! analysed! for!


































influences.! Of! those! that! were! clearly! labelled,! the! majority! were! same!





















Variable) Number) Variable) Number)
Land)Characteristics) 7) Business)Adaptability) 8)
Structures) 7) Community)Vibrancy) 7)
Water)Quantity) 7) Water)Quantity) 7)
Business)Adaptability) 5) Water)Quality) 6)
Technology) 5) Financial)Viability) 5)
Financial)Viability) 4) Land)Characteristics) 5)
Irrigation) 4) Population) 5)
Population) 4) Irrigation) 4)
Community)Vibrancy) 3) Water)Allocation) 3)
Rainfall) 3) Structures) 2)
Temperature) 2) Technology) 2)
Water)Allocation) 2) Rainfall) 0)






31).! The! second! adds! five! factors! that! are! more! clearly! defined! –!
population,! technology,! water( allocation,! structures! and! irrigation!
(Appendix!Figure!32).!The!final!stage!adds!the!remaining!three!factors!that!











































Factor described by group
UNDEFINED INFLUENCE
factors move in BOTH SAME AND
OPPOSITE ways when changed
(GREY arrow)
SAME INFLUENCE
factors move in SAME way
when changed
(GREEN arrow with a +)
OPPOSITE INFLUENCE
factors move in OPPOSITE way
when changed




















































factors move in OPPOSITE way
when changed
(RED arrow with a -)
SAME INFLUENCE
factors move in SAME way
when changed
(GREEN arrow with a +)
UNDEFINED INFLUENCE
factors move in BOTH SAME AND
OPPOSITE ways when changed
(GREY arrow)
Overarching aspirations







































































factors move in OPPOSITE way
when changed
(RED arrow with a -)
SAME INFLUENCE
factors move in SAME way
when changed
(GREEN arrow with a +)
UNDEFINED INFLUENCE
factors move in BOTH SAME AND
OPPOSITE ways when changed
(GREY arrow)
Overarching aspirations































































Factor) Number) Factor) Number)
Clean)thinking)attitude) 6) E.)coli)contamination) 8)
Regulatory)requirements) 5) Tourism)mitigation) 7)








Ability)to)pay) 4) Septic)tank)mitigation) 4)
E.)coli)contamination) 3) Cost)of)mitigation) 4)
Septic)tank)mitigation) 3) Sewerage)overflows) 3)
Tourism)mitigation) 3) Septic)tank)overflows) 3)




Ecological)health) 2) Combined)sewerage) 2)















Recreational)use) 2) Farming) 1)
Farm)runWoff) 1) Public)health) 1)
Cost)of)regulation) 1) Animal)life) 1)












Factor) Number) Factor) Number)
Littering) 1) Rural)residential) 0)
Septic)tank)overflows) 1) Littering) 0)
septic)tanks) 1) Natural)characteristics) 0)
Septic)tank)efficacy) 1) Ecological)health) 0)
Sewerage)efficacy) 0) Ability)to)pay) 0)
!
The!CLD!is!built!up!in!four!stages!to!make!it!more!accessible.!The!first!stage!





























































































































































































































and!economics.!The! second! set! of! factors!were:! population,! technology,!
water!allocation,!structures!and!irrigation.!The!final!set!of!factors!were:!land!











































































































































These! were! analysed! first! as! these!
were! considered! the! factors! that! the!
group! spent! a! large! amount! of! time!
discussing.!
They!also!can!loosely!be!characterised!





down! further! are! included! in! this!







The! second! grouping! is! made! up! of!
factors!that!are!more!clearly!defined.!
Four! of! the! five! factors! may! also! be!
viewed!as!‘levers’!through!which!some!
of!the!other!higher`level!outcomes!may!







ability! to! influence! water! quality! and!




factors! identified! earlier! best!












































Factor described by group
UNDEFINED INFLUENCE
factors move in BOTH SAME AND
OPPOSITE ways when changed
(GREY arrow)
SAME INFLUENCE
factors move in SAME way
when changed
(GREEN arrow with a +)
OPPOSITE INFLUENCE
factors move in OPPOSITE way
when changed




















































factors move in OPPOSITE way
when changed
(RED arrow with a -)
SAME INFLUENCE
factors move in SAME way
when changed
(GREEN arrow with a +)
UNDEFINED INFLUENCE
factors move in BOTH SAME AND
OPPOSITE ways when changed
(GREY arrow)
Overarching aspirations








A! total! of! 54! influences!were! identified! and!described.! 19!of! these!were!
‘same’!(positive),!11!were!‘opposite’!(negative)!and!24!where!undefined!–!
being! a! combination! of! same! and! opposite! (positive! and! negative).! The!







































































factors move in OPPOSITE way
when changed
(RED arrow with a -)
SAME INFLUENCE
factors move in SAME way
when changed
(GREEN arrow with a +)
UNDEFINED INFLUENCE
factors move in BOTH SAME AND
OPPOSITE ways when changed
(GREY arrow)
Overarching aspirations






The! factors! that! were! most! likely! to! be! an! influence! were! land#








were! added! during! conversation! in! the! first! workshop.!Technology! was!


















also! appeared! highly! on! the! influenced! list.! Examples! of! these! include!
business#adaptability,!community#vibrancy!and!water#quality.!Of! the!




in!the!CLDB! if! it!did,! it! is! likely!that!climate#change!would!have!been!the!
factor!that!directly!influenced!these!factors.!
Two! of! the! factors! influenced! the! most! (business# adaptability! and!
community# vibrancy)! are! factors! that! the! group! viewed! as! highly!
aggregated! and! many! different! elements! were! considered! within! these!
factors.! Some! feedback! on! the! day! indicated! that! several! people! had!
reservations! about! the! high`level! nature! of! these! important! factors.! The!
conversations!around!the! influences!had!been!very!good!and!helped!the!







Reinforcing! and! balancing! loops! are! the! basic! building! blocks! for!




continuous! loop! that! gradually! encourages!more! and!more! of! the! same!
effect,! either! in! an! increasing! or! decreasing! direction.! In! contrast,! a!
balancing!loop!is!defined!by!influences!that!tend!to!cancel!each!other!out,!
thus!effectively!negating!any!reinforcing!effect.!























































(?) Factor described by group
UNDEFINED INFLUENCE
factors move in BOTH SAME AND
OPPOSITE ways when changed
(GREY arrow)
SAME INFLUENCE
factors move in SAME way
when changed
(GREEN arrow with a +)
OPPOSITE INFLUENCE
factors move in OPPOSITE way
when changed
(RED arrow with a -)
Causal Loop Diagram
Developed by part of the Rangitaiki
Freshwater Futures Community Group.











–#sustainable#development.!This! indicates! that! increases! in!one!of! the!
factors! in! each! of! these! loops! would! eventually! balance! out! potential!
increases!in!the!other.!For!example,!if!there!is!more!water!available!(water#
quantity)! then! there!would!be!more! irrigation,!which!would! likely! lead! to!
more! water! use! and! therefore! less! water! being! available.! Similarly,! an!





















range!of!physical! influences,!societal( responses! and! impacts.!Finally,!


































These! were! the! main# reasons!
























































































































































































































































































































































































followed! by! regulatory# requirements.! These! are! then! followed! by! five!
!
368!
factors! that!are!equal! in! the!number!of! factors! they! influence,! these!are:!













than! the! other! major! mitigations! identified! (septic# tank# mitigation! and!
tourism#mitigation),! this! is! only! by! a! single! factor.! This! single! factor! is!
unlikely!to!indicate!any!significant!dominance!of!these!as!influencing!factors!








tourism#mitigation! followed!by! farm#mitigation.!Recreational#use! and!
clean#thinking#attitude!rank!equally!as!the!fourth!most!influenced!factors.!!
The!higher!ranking!of!tourism#mitigation!and!farm#mitigation! is!due!to!
these! having! been! linked! by! the! group! to! the! dynamic! factors! of! their!






factors! in! this! system! to! the! group.! The! equally! high`ranking! factor! of!












Feedback! loops! identified! between! two! factors! are! shown! in! Appendix!

















Only!one!of! these!2`factor! loops! included!one!of! the!main!contamination!
factors.!This!was!uncontrolled#human#waste!and!tourism#mitigation.!
Costs# of# mitigation! formed! balancing+ loops! with! all! four! of! the! main!
mitigations! (septic# tank# mitigation,! separated# sewerage# (mitigation),!
farm#mitigation!and!tourism#mitigation).!It!is!also!noted!that!three!of!the!
main! mitigations! (septic# tank# mitigation,! separated# sewerage#
(mitigation)!and!farm#mitigation)!formed!both!a!balancing+loop!with!costs#
of#mitigation! and+ a+ reinforcing+ loop! with! clean# thinking# attitude.! This!



































































































Feedback! loops! and! archetypes! are! ‘generic! structures’! found! in! CLDs.!!
“System!archetypes”!(Senge,!1990)!are!combinations!of!reinforcing!and/or!
balancing! feedback! loops! that! produce! common! behaviours! seen! in!
systems.! In!addition! to!simple! feedback!and!balancing! loops,!a! range!of!











































reduced! in!number! (Wolstenholme,!2003).!The!archetypes!catalogued! in!
The+fifth+discipline! (Senge,!1990)!are!used! in!part!because! they!are!well!
established! and! in! part! because! some! participants! may! have! already!
encountered!this!highly!influential!book.!















Description: In the pursuit of a goal some action is taken. If you
are not conscious of the delay then more corrective action might
be taken than is necessary.
Symptom: "We thought we were in balance, but then we overshot
the mark" (later you might overshoot in the other direction again).
To manage: In a slow system, agressiveness produces instability.




Two!examples!of! this!were! found.!One! related! to!structures(and(water(





Business!adaptability!and!community! vibrancy!are! the! ‘actual! conditions’!
within! the! Rangitāiki! catchment,! and! healthy! states! of! these! factors! are!
considered!(at!least!some!of)!what!is!desired!by!the!wider!community.!To!
achieve! these,! there! is! a! continued! investment! in! various! forms! of!

























Let us take as a starting
point the factors of
"business adaptability" (as
in adaptable land use) and
"community vibrancy" as
our 'condition' - the thing
that we are experiencing
and want to change.
In this case we want to
improve the condition of
these - we want more
adaptable landuse and a
more vibrant community.
In order to achieve this, more structures are approved/permitted. These are
structures that will enable irrigation and adaptable land use.
It is assumed that water has already been allocated to these structures.









Less water being available to
allocate will impact on the
adaptability of land for varying
uses.
There will be some delay
in getting to this point,
hence this factor is






















Water is scarce in the
catchment and is the






More water is allocated through a
process of consenting
The more water is allocated the more
irrigation is able to take water from
various natural or storage water sources.
There is a delay in this being realised due
to the consenting and possible
construction process.
The more irrigation that is
undertaken, the less water there
will be available in the longer
term.
O
Although not part of the
common pattern, irrigation is
also linked to water quality so
this has been shown here.




Description: A process feeds on itself to produce a period of accelerated
growth or expansion. Then the growth begins to slow (often inexplicably)
and eventually comes to a halt, and may even reverse or enter accelerated
collapse.
Symptom: "Why should we worry about problems we don't have? We're
growing tremendously." (A little later, "sure there are som eproblems, but
all we have to do is go back to what was working before." Still later "The
harder we run the more we seem to stay in the same place.")
To manage: In a Limits to Growth archetype, don't push the reinforcing









Improved! financial! viability! is! pursued!by! improving! technology,!which! in!
turn!again!further!improves!financial!viability.!However,!as!available!water!
is! likely! to!be! the! limiting! factor! in! the!balancing! feedback! loop!between!
water!quantity!and!technology,!this!is!where!focus!should!go.!In!this!case,!




















In a Limits to Growth archetype, don't push the reinforcing cycle, remove or weaken the
source of the limitation influencing the balancing cycle.
As the level of available water is likely to be the limiting factor in the balancing cycle of
water quantity <=> technology, this is where focus should go. In this case, would limiting
the amount of water -> decrease water quantity -> increase technology development?








































In a Limits to Growth archetype, don't push the reinforcing cycle, remove or weaken the source
of the limitation influencing the balancing cycle.
As the level of available water is likely to be the limiting factor in the balancing cycle of water
quantity <=> irrigation, this is where focus should go. In this case, would increasing the amount
of available water -> increase water quantity -> increasing the level of irrigation?
Business
adaptability here















The! CLD! indicated! that! if! E.+ coli! contamination! increased,! this! would!
eventually! create! pressure! on! regulators! to! introduce! more! stringent!
regulation! or! legislation.!Once! new! regulation!was! in! place,! then! further!
mitigations!would!be!implemented,!eventually!leading!to!a!reduction!in!E.+







































































has! implications! for! the! development! of! policy! because!while! increasing!
clean!thinking!attitudes!was!identified!in!the!previous!section!as!one!area!of!
intervention,! this! archetype! indicates! that! the! extent! that! this! can! be!
achieved!will!be!limited!by!amounts!of!available!money.!So,!this!effectively!








































































































































As! shown! in! the! figure,! the! tourism! sub`system! is! made! up! of! three!
reinforcing!loops!and!one!balancing!loop.!!
The!single!balancing!loop!indicates!that!any!increase!in!tourism!means!a!
corresponding! increase! in! freedom! camping,! resulting! in! an! increase! in!
uncontrolled#human#waste.!This!increases!E.+coli+contamination!which!in!
turn!has!an!opposite#effect!on!tourism,!resulting!in!a!balancing!feedback!
loop.! This!means! that! any! benefits! gained! in! tourism!numbers! have! the!
potential!to!be!negated!through!an!increase!in!freedom!camping!and!E.+coli!
contamination.! This! sub`system! has! major! potential! implications! for!





mouth! amongst! travellers! and/or! return! visits! by! tourists.!Over! time,! this!











































simple! two`variable! feedback! loops.! Interestingly,! both! projects! had! the!
same! number! (12)! but! only! four! of! these!were! clearly! labelled! as! either!
reinforcing!or!balancing!in!the!Rangitāiki!CLD!as!most!of!the!influences!were!
‘undefined’.!All!of!them!were!labelled!in!the!Sawyers!Creek!CLD.!Of!these!
relationships! in! the! Sawyers! Creek! CLD,! two! thirds! were! balancing,!
indicating! a! large! amount! of! natural! balancing! in! the! system! at! a!
fundamental! level!of! interaction!(two`variable! interaction).!As! these! loops!
are!the!fundamental!building!blocks!for!understanding!the!system!(Senge,!
1990),!it!is!likely!that!much!of!the!activity!in!the!Sawyers!Creek!system!is!
likely! to! balance! itself! out,! possibly! demonstrated! as! the! oscillation! of!
different! variables!around!certain! levels! (Sterman,!2000).!This! reinforces!
the!benefit!of!having!a!clear!problem!focus!to!the!modelling!effort!(Sterman,!
2000B!van!den!Belt,!2004B!Vennix,!1996).!
Single! feedback! loops! are! most! useful! for! highlighting! the! time! delay!
component! of! a! system! (Senge,! 1990)! and! tend! to! be! single! problem!
focused! (Braun,!2002).! It! is! their! interaction!with!other! feedback! loops! in!
other! archetype! structures! that! is! more! likely! to! highlight! areas! of!




logical!extension!of!simply! identifying! two`variable! feedback! loops.!While!
these!were!straight!forward!in!the!Rangitāiki!CLD!(see!Appendix!Figure!48!




the! clearer! problem! focus! advocated! for! SD! modelling! (Sterman,! 2000B!
Vennix,!1996).!For!the!Sawyers!Creek!CLD!as!well,!this!also!highlighted!the!
way! that!most! sources! of! contamination!were! also! influenced! by! similar!
variables!–!attitudes!and!regulation.!
Limits+ to+ growth! was! the! other! archetype! identified! in! the! CLDs.!Of! the!
archetypes!described!by!Senge! (1990),! it! is!one!of! the!more!accessible,!







some!assumptions! to!hypothesise! the!existence!of! various!archetypes!–!
especially! Limits+ to+ growth! examples.! This! provided! finer! insight! in! an!
environment! where! the!CLD! had! become! quite! coarse! because! of! poor!
clarity!inherent!within!the!focus!question.!However,!it!led!to!potential!distrust!
of! the! archetype! amongst! group! participants,! given! their! reluctance! to!
accept!without!analysis!the!conclusions!that!others,!rather!than!themselves,!
had!reached!(Schein,!1988).!!
It! is! also! noted! that! given! the! highly`aggregated! scale! of! some! of! the!
variables! defined! by! the! Rangitāiki! group,! some! were! likely! to! include!
elements! that! were!exogenous! to! the! catchment! –! but! not! the! problem.!
While! trying! to! incorporate! the! system! boundary! within! an! archetype! is!
something! that! is! advocated! by! Wolstenholme! (2003),! it! has! not! been!
attempted! here.! This! is! partly! because! that! would! have! required! an!
investment!of! time! that!was!not!available! to!educate!participants!on! this!
!
384!
aspect! of! archetype!definition.! Instead,! the!approach!was! taken! that! the!
archetypes!were!a! key! communication!device! that! enabled! key!dynamic!
insights!(Wolstenholme,!2003),!but!did!not!include!discussions!around!what!
constitutes! an! appropriate! model! boundary,! in! line! with! general! theory!
(Senge,!1990).!
For!the!Sawyers!Creek!CLD!this!was!not!an!issue,!and!the!clarity!provided!
by! the! research! question! allowed! clear! archetypes! to! be! defined.! The!
smaller!geographic!scale!of! the!problem!also!seemed! to!avoid! issues!of!






























































A! process! feeds! on! itself! to! produce! a! period! of! accelerating! growth! or!
expansion.! Then! the! growth! begins! to! slow! (often! inexplicably! to! the!
participants!in!the!system)!and!eventually!comes!to!a!halt,!and!may!even!
reverse!itself!and!begin!an!accelerating!collapse.!
The! growth! phase! is! caused! by! a! reinforcing! feedback! process! (or! by!

















and! activity! as! well`qualified! minority! employees! were! successfully!







limits! to!your!natural!abilities! that!can!be!overcome!only!by! learning!new!
techniques!that!may!come!“less!naturally”!at!first.!
A!new!start`up!that!grows!rapidly!until!it!reaches!a!size!that!requires!more!





















“Look! here,! this! solution! has!worked! so! far!!What! do! you!mean,! there’s!
trouble!down!the!road?”!
Management(Principle:(
Focus!on! the! fundamental! solution.! If! symptomatic!solution! is! imperative!





A!dramatic!new!circuit! board! technology!can!be!used! to!develop!unique!
functionality!and!cost!savings!in!a!great!many!new!product!applications,!but!
it! can! also! be! substituted! for! existing! boards! in! current! products.!
Salespeople! can! try! to! sell! to! “speciality! customers”!who! appreciate! the!
special!properties!of!the!technology!and!will!eventually!design!new!products!
which! exploit! it! fully! (the! “fundamental! solution”)! or! sell! to! “commodity!
customers”! who! do! not! care! about! its! special! properties! and!will! simply!
substitute! it! for! other! boards! (the! “symptomatic! solution”).! Given!
management!pressures!to!meet!quarterly!sales!targets,!salespeople!sell!to!
whoever!is!ready!to!buy,!which!usually!will!be!commodity!customers!since!





Selling!more! to! existing! customers! rather! than! broadening! the! customer!
baseB!paying!bills!by!borrowing,!instead!of!going!through!the!discipline!of!
budgetingB!using!alcohol,!drugs,!or!even!something!as!benign!as!exercise!










One! area! where! shifting! the! burden! structures! are! so! common! and! so!
pernicious!that!it!warrants!special!notice!is!when!outside!“intervenors”!try!to!
help! solve! problems.! The! intervention! attempts! to! ameliorate! obvious!






everyone!knows!this! in!advance)!or!be!able! to!help!people!develop! their!
own!skills,!resources,!and!infrastructure!to!be!more!capable!in!the!future.!
Business(Story:(
An! innovative! insurance! company! was! committed! to! the! concept! of!
independent! local! offices! that! would! call! on! headquarters! staff! only! for!















foster! single`family! householdsB! housing! and! job! training! programs! that!
attract! the!needy!to!cities!with! the!best!programsB! food!aid! to!developing!



















product! and! ongoing! improvements.! But! the! firm,! oriented! towards! its!
design!“geniuses”,!had!never!gotten!production!scheduling!under!control.!
An! outside! investigator! discovered! that! customers! were! increasingly!
dissatisfied!with! late!schedules,!and!were! turning! to!competitors! instead.!
The! company! stood! on! its! record:! “We’ve! maintained! a! consistent! 90!
percent! success! in!meeting! the! delivery! time! quoted! to! the! customer.”! I!
therefore! looked! elsewhere! for! the! problem.! However,! every! time! the!




Successful! people!who! lower! their! own!expectations! for! themselves!and!
gradually! become! less! successful.! Firms! that! tacitly! lower! their! quality!
standards!by!cutting!budgets!rather!than!investing!in!developing!new!higher!
quality! (and! perhaps! lower! cost)! ways! of! doing! things,! all! the! while!























instances,! one! side! can! unilaterally! reverse! the! vicious! spiral! by! taking!




























Two! activities! compete! for! limited! support! and! resources.! The! more!



















flourishes,! and! therefore! gets! more! opportunity.! The! second! protégé,!
feeling! insecure,! does! less! effective! work! and! receives! even! fewer!
opportunities,!although!the! two!people!had!equal!ability! in! the!beginning.!
Eventually,!the!second!protégé!leaves!the!firm.!
Other(Examples:(
Balancing! home! and! work! life,! in! which! a! worker! gets! caught! working!
overtime!so!much!that!relationships!at!home!deteriorate!and!it!gets!more!
and!more!“painful”!to!go!home,!which,!of!course,!makes!the!worker!even!
more! likely! to!neglect! home! life! in! the! future.!Two!products! compete! for!
limited!financial!and!managerial!resources!with!a!firmB!one!is!an!immediate!













Individuals! use! a! commonly! available! but! limited! resource! solely! on! the!
basis!of!individual!need.!At!first!they!are!rewarded!for!using!itB!eventually!















give! enough! attention! to! his! or! her! particular! business,! and! that! volume!
would!decline.!One!particularly!aggressive!manager!advised!all!his!account!
managers! to!set!higher!sales! targets! than!were!truly!needed,!so! that! the!
salesforce!would!at!least!give!them!the!minimum!support!they!needed.!The!
other!divisions!saw! this!divisions!pushing! for!extra!work,!and!decided! to!







Exhaustion! of! a! shared! secretarial! pool.! Deteriorating! reputation! for! a!
customer! service! after! customers! have! had! to! listen! to! six! different!
salespeople! from! six! different! divisions! of! the! same! corporation! pitching!
competing! products.! The! “shared! resource”! in! this! case! was! the! firm’s!
positive!customer!reputation.)!A!highly!successful!retail!chain!gives!up!on!
joint! sales! promotions! with! manufacturers! after! being! deluged! with!






















which! were! wildly! successful! at! first.! However,! the! CEO! was! driven! by!




































pace! with! exploding! demand.! Rather! than! putting! more! resources! into!
training! or! growing! more! slowly! (for! example,! through! raising! prices!
somewhat),! the! firm! tried! to! “outgrow”! it’s! problems.! The! result! was!
deteriorating! service! quality! and! increased! competition,! while! morale!





simultaneously! blaming! competition! or! their! sales! management! for! not!










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































page! 14! of! his! book! and! the! reader! is! referred! to! his! book! for! a! full!
discussion!of!these!principles.!
!
Eleven!principles!of!change!are!outlined:!
1.! A!change!in!any!one!quadrant!will!affect!all!the!other!quadrants.!
2.! It!takes!energy!to!hide,!deny,!or!be!blind!to!behaviour!which!is!
involved!in!interaction.!
3.! Threat!tends!to!decrease!awarenessH!mutual!trust!tends!to!increase!
awareness.!
4.! Forced!awareness!(exposure)!is!undesirable!and!usually!
ineffective.!
5.! Interpersonal!learning!means!a!change!has!taken!place!so!that!
quadrant!1!is!larger,!and!one!or!more!of!the!other!quadrants!has!
grown!smaller.!
6.! Working!with!others!s!facilitated!by!a!large!enough!area!of!free!
activity.!It!means!more!o!the!resources!and!skills!of!the!persons!
involved!can!be!applied!to!the!task!at!hand.!
7.! The!smaller!the!first!quadrant,!the!poorer!the!communication.!
8.! There!is!a!universal!curiosity!about!the!unknown!area,!but!this!is!
held!in!check!by!custom,!social!training,!and!diverse!fears.!
9.! Sensitivity!means!appreciating!the!covert!aspects!of!behaviour,!in!
quadrants!2,!3,!and!4,!and!respecting!the!desire!of!others!to!keep!
them!so.!
10.!Learning!about!group!processes,!as!they!are!being!experienced,!
helps!to!increase!awareness!(enlarging!quadrant!1)!for!the!group!
as!well!as!for!individual!members.!!
11.!The!value!system!of!a!group!and!its!membership!may!be!noted!in!
the!way!unknowns!in!life!of!the!group!are!confronted.!!
!
